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Le#er from the Secretary-General 

Honorable par+cipants, 

I, as the Secretary-General, have the immense pleasure of welcoming you to the second 

edi+on of Boğaziçi University Model United Na+ons Conference. I am very thrilled and 

excited to be the Secretary-General of the conference I have always dreamt of. The story of 

this conference started in a bench of Boğaziçi University two years ago, and from that day on, 

BoğaziçiMUN Legacy has grown more and more with the precious contribu+ons of all 

members of BoğaziçiMUN Family. 

This year, as the Academic Team of BoğaziçiMUN 2020, we firmly plan to execute a unique 

academic event that is unprecedented in the history of MUN in Turkey. For this purpose, we 

have created eight breathtaking commiQees. I can promise that none of our commiQees are 

born out of necessity, but all of them are made with great passion. Our main objec+ve in 

designing our commiQees is "realism." We are determined to provide you the most realis+c 

simula+on of the specific organs of the United Na+ons, other interna+onal organiza+ons, 

and historical events. I have my endless faith in all Academic Team members that they will 

most successfully execute our vision in the BoğaziçiMUN 2020. I would also like to thank the 

Deputy Secretary-General, Mr. Binici, for con+nually helping me in the making of this 

conference. 

This commiQee, BreQon Woods, is brought to you by an exquisite person who has a very 

special place in Turkish MUN Society. Mr. Gökhan Şeheri has always been by my side, without 

interrup+on, in our sever-year long MUN journey. If he weren’t here, it would be very hard to 

establish MUN at Boğaziçi University for the first +me. I am grateful to him not only for the 

prepara+on of this wonderful commiQee but also for his endless contribu+ons to me as a 

shrewd and helpful companion. I am sure that his presence will make this Conference a 

beQer one. 

With sincere apprecia+on, 

Egemen Büyükkaya 

Secretary-General of BoğaziçiMUN 2020 
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Le#er from the Under-Secretary-General 

Highly esteemed par+cipants,  

It is my utmost privilege and overwhelming honor to welcome you all to the second edi+on 

of the Boğaziçi Model United Na+ons Conference. As the Under-Secretary-General of the 

commiQee, I am more than thrilled to host you at Boğaziçi University during these four days. 

I’m Gökhan Şeheri, currently a junior economist at Boğaziçi University. I have been in the 

MUN world since my first conference, October 2013. With my more than 40 conference 

experience, I always looked for greatness and academic sufficiency. Our primary purpose in 

MUN is to teach you delegates for acquiring strategic perspec+ve in your future careers while 

experiencing an entertaining conference.  

This year’s BreQon Woods Conference offers you a new diploma+c viewpoint to a historic 

global issue with challenging financial crisis and diploma+c tension in the interna+onal 

arena. Agenda items ranged from the chronic issue of the modern world, the establishment 

of a new monetary system. As a consequence of the agenda item being such importance and 

relevance, the Secretariat expects all of the delegates to prepare thoroughly in advance, 

understand their given posi+ons’ viewpoint. I would like to express my utmost thanks and 

gra+tude to Mr. Murat Koyuncu, Associate Professor at our Economics department, for his 

help and guidance throughout the process. Also I would like to thank my assistant Ms. Selen 

Sözen for her hard-work and helps throughout the guide-wri+ng process. 

BoğaziçiMUN was the sole objec+ve for ,us and we managed to have our first conference 

successfully last year. Being the Secretary-General of the first edi+on of BoğaziçiMUN was 

the greatest achievement of my MUN career. Nevertheless, I was, I am, and I will be 

whatever BoğaziçiMUN needs, no maQer where or when, as being one of the founding 

fathers of the BoğaziçiMUN family. My last thanks are to my dearest friend, the man whom I 

owe most, our Secretary-General Mr. Egemen Büyükkaya, for his excellent leadership and 

wise personality. I would like to congratulate my friends and the teams for their ha d-work, 

coopera+ons, and their relentless support in making this conference unforgeQable for 

delegates, chairs and, observers alike. 

With respects and regards,  

Gökhan Şeheri 

Under-Secretary-General responsible for BreQon Woods 
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I) History of Interna=onal Economics 

A. Era Before 1870 

Economic history has it roots dated before the Chris+an Era, the +me when the money had 

not been invented ,yet and exchange had been the system instead. Since there we don’t 

have enough informa+on to clarify that period of economic history, we will start taking the 

period before the  1870s under considera+on, with the +me trade routes were discovered, 

and the first step into globaliza+on was taken. 

Before the con+nent of America was discovered, interna+onal trade was a subject between 

European and Asian states. The discovery of new trade routes intensified economic 

rela+onships between states from different con+nents, star+ng the era of globaliza+on. 

Various trade routes had been used for the exchange of goods, and trade such as the Royal 

Road, Silk Road, Spice Road. Products had been hauled for thousands of miles along these 

roads, making trade become a global ac+on, being local or regional instead. Royal Road was 

one of the oldest among the trade routes, used by Lydians connec+ng Ephesus to Persepolis, 

capital the of Persian Empire, through Mesopotamia. Silk Road was also a famous route that 

has a length of more than 15.000 kilometers, connec+ng Japan and Europe, through 

important trade centers such as Central Asia, Caucasus, Anatolia, and the Mediterranean. 

Another important route was Spice Road, which was used aier the 7th century by Islamic 

stateThe s. Mediterranean and   the Indian Ocean were dominated by Muslims during the 

9th century. The importance of these roads stems from the trade of expensive goods such as 

silk, spice and etc. to European countries, who do not have access to such goods. 

Global trade was actually started off with the Age of Discovery, era from the end of the 15th 

century, that European explorers discovered the Americas by chance. With the discoveries in 

the subjects of astronomy, physics, and shipping, European states first discovered, then 

subjugated new lands in their economies. Although trade started to become global, the 

global economy was s+ll isolated and lopsided.  European states established global supply 1

chains, including their colonies predominantly, crea+ng a mercan+list and a colonial 

economy, not a real globalized one. 

 “Globaliza+on and History.” Globaliza(on and History, 1999. hQps://doi.org/10.7551/mitpress/3310.003.00031
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The situa+on changed when the first wave of globaliza+on showed up. During the 18th 

century, Great Britain procured its domina+on over the world, both geographically and 

technologically, with the first industrial revolu+on. While goods can be transported  over 

thousands of kilometers with steamships and trains, industrializa+on helped Britain to 

produce goods that have high demand all over the world. The first wave of globaliza+on and 

industrializa+on simultaneously occurred with unfortunate events. With the end of the 19th 

century, European states started to divide Africa among themselves, colonizing almost the 

whole con+nent, while Asian countries could not grasp the technological and industrial 

trends.  2

Figure 1: GDP-per 

capita levels in 

selected European 

Economies, 

1300-1800. 

Aier its discovery, America gained its independence during the second half of the 18th 

century. In 1848, an extraordinary event had occurred; gold was found in California. The 

discovery s+mulated the American economy in a short +me with increasing job opportuni+es 

and unexpected gold inflow to the money supply. However, California Gold Rush caused an 

unfortunate series of events such the as subjuga+on of na+ve socie+es by gold-seekers and 

huge numbers of popula+on movements from La+n America. At first, gold was used locally to 

buy food and equipment for miners then spread to entertainment, including theatre, alcohol, 

and forth on. With the progress of the Gold Rush, gold dealers managed to issue banknotes 

in exchange for gold, eventually crea+ng private gold coins. This also pushed the American 

economic structure into a new order, which made gold a fundamental asset for seqng 

certain money supply up for the economy.  3

 Nayyar, Deepak. “Globalisa+on, History and Development: a Tale of Two Centuries.” Cambridge Journal of 2

Economics 30, no. 1 (January 2006): 137–59. hQps://doi.org/10.1093/cje/bei090.
 Caruso, John Anthony, and Jay Monaghan. “Australians and the Gold Rush: California and Down Under, 3

1849-1854.” The Journal of American History 54, no. 1 (1967): 144. hQps://doi.org/10.2307/1900372.
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B. Free Trade vs. Protec=onism 

Interna+onal economics has been subjected to interna+onal trade, seeking to account for 

the profit gathered from trade and to explain how these profits are allocated among 

countries, in high correla+on and coopera+on with the structure of the foreign exchange 

market, effects of adjustments in the exchange rate of a currency and the rela+ons between 

the balance of payments and level of economic ac+vity.  4

Free trade is a system in which the trade of goods and services between or within countries 

flows unhindered by government-imposed restric+ons and interven+ons. Interven+ons 

include taxes and tariffs, non-tariff barriers, such as regulatory legisla+on and quotas, and 

even inter-government managed trade agreements such as the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA) and Central America Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) (contrary to their 

formal +tles.) Free trade opposes all such interven+ons. One of the strongest arguments for 

free trade was made by classical economist David Ricardo in his analysis of compara+ve 

advantage explains how trade will benefit both par+es (countries, regions, or individuals) if 

they have different opportunity costs of produc+on. Protec+onism, on the other hand, is an 

economic policy of restric+ng trade between na+ons. Trade may be restricted by high tariffs 

on imported or exported goods, restric+ve quotas, a variety of restric+ve government 

regula+ons designed to discourage imports, and an+-dumping laws designed to protect 

domes+c industries from foreign take-over or compe++on.  5

Trade protec+onism is defined as a na+on working in convergence as a trade bloc, seqng up 

trade barriers with the special aim of protec+ng its economy from poten+al insecuri+es and 

uncertain+es of interna+onal trading. The purpose of trade protec+onism is to protect a 

country’s fundamental economic interests, such as key industries, commodi+es, and the rate 

of employment. There are plenty of reasons that a country adopts a protec+onist policy, such 

as protec+ng jobs and industries, na+onal security, and protec+ng consumers. There are 

certain methods of trade protec+onism aiming to protect a country’s economic well-being, 

including: 

 Encyclopedia Britannica. (2020). Economics - Interna(onal economics. [online] Available at: hQps://4

www.britannica.com/topic/economics/Interna+onal-economics [Accessed 11 Jan. 2020].
 “Protec+onism and Free Trade: A Country’s Glory or Doom?”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQp://5

www.ijtef.org/papers/226-CF312.pdf.
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- Tariffs, as a tax on imports from other countries and markets. The tariff is imposed to 

restrict imports of the goods and services, while protec+ng its own firms and sectors 

and raising tax revenues. 

- Quotas, as a direct restric+on to the number of goods, products, and commodi+es to 

be imported into a country. Usually, quote restric+ons are applied by the distribu+on 

of import licenses to a determined group or company. 

- Subsidies, as the financial supports Q a government supplies to domes+c producers. 

Subsidies can occur in the form of cash payments, -ow interest loans, tax breaks, and 

government ownership of common stock in domes+c companies. 

- Exchange rate controls, in order to make a country’s goods cheaper abroad by 

decreasing the value of its domes+c currency in the foreign exchange markets.  6

C. Gold Standard Era 

Around 1870, with Germany becoming the new leader the in European industry, the Second 

Industrial Revolu+on resulted in growth in the industry, which allowed trade to be increased 

among na+ons. Sea transport enhanced its importance, causing integra+on of trade in goods 

and services worldwide. The spread of trade and investments abroad pioneered the concept 

of the ‘global economy’.  7

Throughout history, monetary systems have usually been built on physical commodi+es. 

Although various commodi+es had served this objec+ve, metals have been the most 

preferred and used ones. Before gold, silver was the sole metallic currency of Europe un+l 

the late 19th century, as gold was used less, principally for high-valued transac+ons.  8

Gold has been used as an alterna+ve currency through history. Back in history, wealth of the 

countries were measured with the gold they had. Gold bullions (bars) were used before 

countries started producing gold coins that replaced with gold bullions and eased the 

transac+on of monetary units. Simply a country with the most gold had the most wealth.  

The Gold Standard was at the beginning, applied as gold specie standard, by the circula+on 

and flow of gold coins. During the gold specie standard, the monetary unit was linked with 

 “The Economic Effects of Trade Protec+onism | FocusEconomics”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQps://6

www.focus-economics.com/blog/effects-of-trade-protec+onism-on-economy.
 “The 19th Century World Economy: Major Changes & Their Impact ...”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. 7

hQps://study.com/academy/lesson/the-19th-century-world-economy-major-changes-their-impact.html.
 “Bimetallism Revisited” by Milton Friedman Journal of Economic Perspec+ves 4, Fall 1990, pp. 85-104 © 8

American Economic Associa+on.
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the value of gold coins inflow. With the inven+on of paper money, gold coins were inevitably 

replaced with banknotes, star+ng the period of gold bullion standard, a system that gold 

does not circulate but sold in exchange for circula+ng currency at a fixed price. The first gold 

specie standard was established in Britain in 1821, then in Canada in 1854, in the U.S and 

Germany in 1873. 

The monetary tradi+ons and ins+tu+ons of the 19th century prepared a mechanism of 

reciprocal adjustment of na+onal monetary policies between countries, fundamental to the 

long term maintenance of exchange rate stability among na+onal currencies. The 

interna+onal gold standard emerged by 1870 with the help of historical incidents that  

occurred in Britain a as link between sterling and gold became vitaThe r. Rise of Britain in 

industrializa+on and global trade during the 19th century boosted the pres+ge of the gold 

connected to the currency of the country. Between 1870 and 1900, European imperialism 

escalated tremendously. This imperialism period mainly accommodated a rush for alloca+on 

of Asia and Africa in pieces among European states, strengthening the process of 

coloniza+on.  9

The domes+c impressions of the Gold Standard were regula+ng the quan+ty and growth rate 

of a country’s money supply. Addi+onal gold reserves would affect only a small propor+on of 

the accumulated stock, and conver+bility of gold into paper money was guaranteed. 

Therefore the gold standard entrenched that the money supply and the price level would not 

vary much.  10

Figure 2: Value of US 

$1000 in gold oz. 

1789-1914. 

 “The 19th Century World Economy: Major Changes & Their Impact ...”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. 9

hQps://study.com/academy/lesson/the-19th-century-world-economy-major-changes-their-impact.html.
 “Gold Standard - Econlib”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQps://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/10

GoldStandard.html.
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In the In United States of America, the most important effect of the California Gold Rush was 

the massive migra+on to California, which transformed the state’s landscape and popula+on. 

Approximately 300.000 people arrived at California during the year 1949, known as ‘forty-

niners’, claiming spots of land on the sides where the gold was mined. Even though the aims 

of the forty-niners were becoming rich and con+nuing their prosperity, only a small 

propor+on of them succeeded. Actually, lack of housing, sanita+on, and law enforcement 

paved the way for a dangerous situa+on, increasing crime rates and injus+ce.  

The Gold Rush in California also caused European countries to sent explorers to the New 

Wold, as gold-seekers in order to grasp more gold so they could be wealthier.  11

Periodic growth in the world’s gold stock caused price levels to be very unstable in the short 

run. Being an decisive interna+onal standard for the value of a country’s currency in terms of 

other countries’ currencies, adherents to the gold standard preserved a fixed price for gold, 

and exchange rates between currencies linked to gold were automa+cally fixed. As a 

consequence, price levels around the world moved in conjunc+on.  Aier the California Gold 12

Rush, Treasury decided to print the first U.S. paper currency, in 1861. The Gold Standard Act 

ini+ated gold as the sole metal for exchanging paper currency, seqng the value of the gold at 

20.67 USD an ounce. Aier demone+zing silver in 18 the73, U.S. Government started paying 

its debts in gold. Banknotes became perfect subs+tutes for gold coins during the last quarter 

of the 19th century, eventually declaring U.S. Dollar to become the standard unit of 

account.   The United States had a gold stock of 1.9 million ounces (59 tons) in 1862. Stocks 13

rose to 2.6 million ounces (81 tons) in 1866, declined to 1.6 million ounces (50 tons) in 1875 

and again rose to 2.5 million ounces (78 tons) in 1878; although the net exports did not show 

correla+on with this paQern in the decade before the Civil War. In the gold standard system, 

gold has become a ‘standard of value’. Since it had been using as a standard of value, the 

economy did not experience any excessive difficul+es from the various distor+ons that occur 

when money changes value.  14

 “Gold Standard History and Facts - The Balance”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQps://11

www.thebalance.com/what-is-the-history-of-the-gold-standard-3306136.
 “Gold Standard - Econlib”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQps://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/12

GoldStandard.html.
 “The Gold Rush in California | The American West (ar+cle) | Khan ...”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. 13

hQps://www.khanacademy.org/humani+es/us-history/the-gilded-age/american-west/a/the-gold-rush.
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During the mid-1800s, not only the United States of America but also various western 

countries adopted the Gold Standard, guaranteeing that the government would fulfill any 

amount of currency for its value in gold, eradica+ng the need for gold bullions or coins. 

Currencies secured their value as being +ed to a real asset now, with the increasing trust 

required for successful interna+onal trade.  One of the main benefits of the gold standard 15

was that it created trust in a country’s currency, as it was known that although the money 

was not actually made of gold, it could be converted into gold. Also, while using banknotes as 

fiat money, it was easy for governments to print money when they are in need. However, 

uncontrolled money prin+ng may have certain threats to an economy. When states print 

money, they would face with a loss of trust in domes+c currency or end up with a 

devalua+on the of currency, but with the gold standard, uncontrolled money prin+ng was 

prevented as governments would need equal gold reserves as the amount of money they 

decided to print, helping to keep away infla+on.  16

On the way to the end of the 19th century, countries using silver standard started to peg 

their silver coin units to the gold standards he Britain or the United States. Gold Standard, 

became a monetary system in which the standard unit of currency was a fixed quan+ty of 

gold. In an interna+onal gold standard system, currency and gold were conver+ble to each 

other at a fixed price, as a method of interna+onal payments.  When adop+ng the gold 17

standard, most the of European states decided to change the name of their currencies, as 

ini+al names of the currency were associated with silver coins.  

The primary advantage of the gold standard was that it limited the power of governments or 

central banks to create infla+on the by extravagant issue of paper currency, even though 

authori+es did not contract the money supply when the country incurred a gold ou�low. In 

plain words, governments were not freely able to adjust price changes when they encounter 

fluctua+ons in gold reserves, price stability in short. Under the gold standard, the monetary 

system works automa+cally and requires no government interven+on. Although it had been 

claimed that there occurred price instability during the gold standard era, this was not 

completely correct. The prices that were originally subjected to commodi+es, mostly 

 “Gold Standard History and Facts - The Balance”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQps://15

www.thebalance.com/what-is-the-history-of-the-gold-standard-3306136.
 “What Is the Gold Standard? — Economy”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQps://www.ecnmy.org/learn/16

your-money/past-present-and-future/what-is-the-gold-standard/.
 “Gold Standard | Defini+on & History | Britannica”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQps://17

www.britannica.com/topic/gold-standard.
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agricultural ones. But the cri+cal point here was the slight difference between the 

Commodity Index (CRB) and the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The difference was CRB 

considered weigh+ngs of certain products, whereas CPI measured changes in the prices of a 

weighted average of consumer goods.  18

Figure 3: 

Warren-

Pearson 

Commodity 

Price Index, 

1759-1913. 

Therefore, taking the CRB under considera+on, it was simple to say prices were unstable, but 

the reality was different, since the indexes were not the same thing at all and CRB has higher 

vola+lity than CPI. To give a summary, ‘price vola+lity’ is not ineluctably reflec+on of a failure 

of gold to succeed its role as a stabile measure of value.  However, under the gold standard, 19

the monetary system lacks elas+city since the money supply depends upon gold reserves 

that cannot grow rapidly. Thus, adjus+ng the money needs of the country cannot always be 

easy the as money supply is not flexible enough.  20

Another advantage of the gold standard was the system constructed a certainty in 

interna+onal trade as it maintained a fixed paQern of exchange rates by leveling the amount 

of currency to the gold reserves they hold.   21

The gold standard also has disadvantages as it has advantages, primarily led of providing 

adequate flexibility in the money supply as the addi+onal gold supply could not meet the 

growing needs of the world economy for the propor+onate supply of money. Also, during 

 “The Myth Of ’Price Instability’ During The Gold Standard Era | New ...”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. 18

hQps://newworldeconomics.com/the-myth-of-price-instability-during-the-gold-standard-era/.
 ibid19

 “Gold Standard: Features, Func+ons, Working, Rules, Merits and ...”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQp://20

www.economicsdiscussion.net/monetary-standards/gold-standard-features-func+ons-working-rules-merits-
and-demerits/31184.

 “Gold Standard | Defini+on & History | Britannica”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQps://21

www.britannica.com/topic/gold-standard.
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financial crises, countries were not able to isolate their economies from depression or 

infla+on that occurred in the rest of the world. Another disadvantage was the process of 

rearrangement for a country with payments deficit can be long and painful when the 

situa+on  seemed to be deteriorate during certain periods of +me.  Besides, gold producer 22

countries have an absolute advantage over those that don’t produce gold, by increasing their 

own reserves.  23

Figure 4: U.S. 

Reuters/CRB 

Commodity Index. 

II. Historical Background of Global Financial Crises 

A. The General Crisis (1640) 

The poli+cal, financial, and social changes of the mid-seventeenth century are called as 

“General Crisis” and bantered under that rubric in most countries. The vivacious discussion 

has encompassed the seventeenth-century crisis since the 1950s. One current has 

contended that the crisis was monetary in incep+on. A second has centered on 

governmental issues, especially the mid-century rebellions and uprisings. A third current has 

embraced a suspicious posi+on towards the idea of a general crisis. The financial strain of the 

debate, in turn, falls into three wide classes: Marxist specula+ons, hypotheses coming from 

value history specialists, and specula+ons that find the reason for the crisis in long haul 

 “Gold Standard - Econlib”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQps://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/22

GoldStandard.html.
“Gold Standard - Investopedia”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. hQps://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/23

goldstandard.asp.
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natural or segment developments. The Marxist students of the history of the general crisis 

considered it to be a basic crossroads he progress from feudalism to capitalism. 

E. Hobsbawm opened the discussion in 1954 along these lines in Past and Present, pursued 

by B. Porshnev, who saw two separate phases of class baQle. The mid-century revolts were a 

'lower type of class baQle' between laborers and medieval honorability, which the 

respectability won by building up the focal state.  A 'higher' class baQle for control of that 24

new substance at that point pursued, among the bourgeoisie and primi+ve aristocracy. 

Every Marxist hypothesis shared two fundamental components: the rebellions were class 

conflicts, and the crisis was one of genera+on, some por+on of the progress from feudalism 

to capitalism. But there was a great disagreement which is related a to complex series of 

demographic, religious, economic, and poli+cal problems. 

In the "general crisis", different occasions, for example, the English Civil War, the Fronde in 

France, the peak of the Thirty Years' War in the Holy Roman Empire and rebellions against 

the Spanish Crown in Portugal, Naples, and Catalonia were all appearances of a similar issue. 

The most significant reason for the "general crisis", in Trevor-Roper's assessment, was the 

conten+on among "Court" and "Na+on" ; that is between the inexorably amazing bringing 25

together, bureaucra+c, sovereign royal states spoke to by the court, and the conven+onal, 

provincial, land-based nobility and upper class speaking to the na+on. He saw the scholarly 

and strict changes presented by the Renaissance and the Protestant Reforma+on as 

significant op+onal reasons for the "general crisis".  

There were different debates with respect to the "general crisis" proposi+on between 

students of history. Some basically prevented the presence from claiming any such crisis. For 

example, Hobsbawm saw the issues of seventeenth-century Europe as being social and 

monetary in birthplace, an accentua+on that Trevor-Roper would not yield. Rather, he 

conjectured that the 'General Crisis' was a crisis of state and society, hastened by the 

development of bureaucra+c workplaces in the Sixteenth Century. 

Numerous historians have contended the seventeenth century was a +me of crisis. Different 

an+quarians have dismissed the idea. Today there are historians who advance the crisis 
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model, contending it gives a priceless understanding into the figh+ng, legisla+ve issues, 

economics, and even speciality of the seventeenth century. The Thirty Years' War (1618–

1648) concentrated considera+on on the huge abhorrence that wars could bring to whole 

popula+ons.  The 1640s specifically observed more state breakdowns around the globe 26

than any past or ensuing period. The Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth, the biggest state in 

Europe, briefly vanished.  Also, there were withdrawals and changes in a few pieces of the 27

Spanish Empire, the world's first worldwide realm. In Britain, there were uprisings in all 

aspects of the Stuart government (the Kingdom of England, Kingdom of Scotland, Kingdom of 

Ireland, and Bri+sh America). Poli+cal insurrec+on and a spate of mainstream revolts only 

from +me to +me shook the establishments of most states in Europe and Asia. More wars 

occurred the world over in the mid-seventeenth century than in prac+cally some other +me 

of wriQen history. The crisis spread a long ays past Europe—for instance, Ming China, the 

most crowded state on the planet, collapsed. China's Ming line and Japan's Tokugawa 

shogunate had dras+cally extraordinary monetary, social, and poli+cal frameworks.   28

Be that as it may, they encountered a progression of emergencies during the mid-

seventeenth century that was on the double interrelated and strikingly like those happening 

in different pieces of the world at the equivalent +me. Frederic Wakeman contends that the 

crisis which pulverized the Ming line was incompletely a consequence of the clima+c change 

just as China's now huge inclusion in the crea+ng scene economy.  Bureaucra+c 29

untrustworthiness compounded the issue. Addi+onally, the Qing tradi+on's achievement in 

managing the crisis made it progressively hard for it to consider elec+ve reac+ons when 

faced with extreme difficul+es from the West in the nineteenth century. The General Crisis 

covers decently perfectly with the LiQle Ice ,Age whose pinnacle a few specialists situate in 

the seventeenth century.  Quite compelling is the cover with the Maunder Minimum, El 30

Niño occasions, and an anomalous spate of volcanic ac+on. Climatologists, for instance, 

David Rind and Jonathan Overpeck, have conjectured that these three occasions are 

interlinked. Across the Northern Hemisphere, the mid-seventeenth century experienced 

prac+cally remarkable passing rates. Geoffrey Parker has proposed that natural components 
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may have been to some degree to a fault, par+cularly the worldwide cooling paQern of this 

period. 

B. South Sea Bubble of the United Kingdom (1720) 

Poli+cal economics hypotheses were altogether focused on that Western European 

improvement approach. By the underlying occasions of mechanical transforma+on, residents 

had been urged to act, or on the other hand, changed to laborers by moving to industrialized 

urban communi+es from provincial regions. Mariners had become merchants by geological 

disclosures in the new world. Exchange blast was influencing the economic wellbeing of the 

classes. Bourgeoisie had got benefits and changed to approach producers or entrepreneurs 

connivers by the financial upset. The feeling of exchange had addi+onally been seen as the 

key element of riches issues. Dealers, mariners, and other merchant social gatherings 

likewise began to exchange the alleged new world like North and South America. 

The delivery and exchanging organiza+ons had been created and expertly sorted out under 

these condi+ons. Extended financial rela+ons had developed the premise mainstays of 

money related framework. Reserve funds, specula+ons, and the other financial exchange 

rela+ons moulded under that entangled economic situa+ons. Guidelines, governments, 

networks, and business en++es were organized under these entrepreneur riches 

des+na+ons. The Western Europeans had moulded the model of current worldwide market 

thought in the referenced period separately. Various joint-stock organiza+ons rose in the 

market and pulled into ever-increasing extent speculators when. The number of companies 

grew from 11 to over 100 in the 1690s Europe, even more in the opening decade of the 18th 

century.  Hence banks were founded. Borrowers and lenders were consistently summoning 31

in those places. For example, the Bank of England (BE) was created (1694) by a coali+on of 

Whigs (poli+cal group) and the London mercan+le establishment inspired by the Dutch 

system of finance.  The community trust in the bank is in light of the assurance of the Bri+sh 32

government ―the quality of the bank of Britain is equivalent to that of the Bri+sh 

government. 

The commerce of almost the en+re South American coast was conceded upon the South Sea 

Company. The South Sea Company, established in 1711 to exchange (essen+ally in slaves) 

 (Ahmet Atakası, 2010)31
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with Spanish America, on the explana+on that the War of the Spanish Succession, at that 

point, aQrac+ng to a nearby, would end with a seQlement allowing such exchange.  The 33

organiza+on's stock, with an ensured enthusiasm o%ent, sold fine, yet the huge harmony 

seQlement, the Treaty of Utrecht made with Spain in 1713, was less produc+ve than had 

been normal, forcing a yearly duty on imported slaves and enabling the organiza+on to send 

just one ship every year for general exchange. The accomplishment of the first journey in 

1717 was just moderate, yet King third George I of Great Britain became legisla+ve head of 

the organiza+on in 1718, making trust in the venture, which was before long paying %ent 

interest. The shadowed lead job was helped. People in general trust for the organiza+on had 

been set. South Sea Company quickly became one of the major joint-stock companies in the 

UK. Adam Smith stated that; The South Sea Company, as long as con+nued to be a trading 

company, had an exclusive privilege confirmed by Act of Parliament; as wise the present 

United Company of Merchants Trading likewise to the East Indies.  In fact, the company is 34

especially supported by the parliamentary.  

The organiza+on was approved to select courts of judicature in their strongholds, processing 

plants, and seQlements, for deciding trade and oceanic cases, with the privilege of allure to 

her super bonds in chamber, and enabled to raise a military power, to monitor and ensure 

the tremendous interests which would evidently be made by their business intercourse with 

the countries occupying the new world. Moreover, the all-encompassing tasks of the 

organiza+on ought to be en+rely unembarrassed, and liberated from all monetary troubles, 

8,000 pounds sterling were permiQed by the English government for the costs of the 

execu+ves; and all the business rights also, excep+onal forces with which they were 

contributed, were announced to be persistent. In 1719, the capital of the organiza+on was 

addi+onally expanded to almost twelve a great many pounds; and membership for 520,000 

pounds of their stock was opened, which was sold at 1%ent. Money related help had turned 

out for the organiza+on.  

However, the South Sea got posi+ve and famous among the speculators. Nonetheless, the 

organiza+on was a disaster. The organiza+on had solid vision be that as it may, as a general 

rule, there was no dynamic business circumstance. In this way, its stocks in the budgetary 

markets were acknowledging quickly.  
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In 1720, there was an unbelievable blast in South Sea stock, in light of the organiza+on's 

proposi+on, acknowledged by Parliament, to assume control over the na+onal debt. 

Everything had been legal. 

The organiza+on expected to recoup itself from extending exchange, yet principally from the 

predicted climb in the es+ma+on of its offers. South Sea shares, which had just progressed 

from £130 in February 1720 to over £300 toward the beginning of April, rose further to £400 

(20 May), at that point to £500 (28 May) before contac+ng £600 on 31 May. This plumb 

ascent proceeded into the following month, the offer value rupturing £700 on 1 June and 

£800 on 4 June.  On 23 June, the Company shut its books for two months so as to process 35

the midsummer profit, so that quoted prices during this period are truth be told forward 

costs “for the opening of the books”. The highest price was £1,050, recorded on 25 June, yet 

when the books were revived, the spot cost had tumbled to £820 (cum profit). Consequently, 

South Sea stock depleted from £520 in mid-September to £290 at the beginning of October 

and a low of £170 on 14 October 1720. The bubble had burst.  

Along with the controversies about the aims of the founda+on of the South Sea Company, 

Kindleberger (2005) and Neal (2006) accept that the primary inspira+on was the funding of 

na+onal debt. Actually, just the star+ng phase of the century, UK was spending yearly 5.5 

million pounds to keep up 90.000 solid armed force in the con+nent, 40.000 mari+me 

powers adrii (among almost 5.6 all-out populace in the UK, (Wrigley, Schofield, 1981)), other 

than 9% of UK na+onal salary was likewise retaining by the government.  36

The total government debt at the end of 1719 was £50 million: £18.3m was held by three 

large corpora+ons, £3.4m by the Bank of England o£3.2m by the Bri+sh East India Company, 

£11.7m by the South Sea Company, privately held redeemable debt amounted to £16.5m; 

£15m consisted of irredeemable annui+es, long fixed-term annui+es of 72–87 years and 

short annui+es of 22 years remaining maturity.  37

C. Amsterdam Banking Crisis (1763) 

At the end of the Seven Years War, en+re northern Europe was held by a money related crisis 

that has been portrayed by one reporter as "a nuisance scourge, spreading with raving speed 
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from house to house". Although the founda+ons administering budgetary markets appeared 

to be excep+onally unique in 1763 contrasted with today, the crisis shows numerous 

highlights that would be recognizable to an eyewitness of later money related crises. In fact, 

huge numbers of the fervently discussed subjects of the most recent couple of years, for 

instance, the job of profoundly u+lized founda+ons, liquidity depletes in the midst of a crisis, 

and the interlacing of credit hazard and market chance, are obviously apparent in 1763. 

Banks in the eighteenth century were immature by the present norms. It was unprecedented 

for them to take retail stores and expand money advances to the private division. Their 

essen+al duty was in the installments’ framework related to the Exchange merchandise. The 

most no+ceable financiers were addi+onally merchants, thus the star+ng point of the 

expression "vendor financier". In this way, the budgetary crisis of 1763 doesn't fall perfectly 

into the coursebook bank run model where the principal issue is the helplessness of a store 

subsidized bank that has a development jumble of liabili+es and resources.  

Holland was the principle loan boss country at the +me, home to copious capital aggregated 

during its prime as the pre-famous exchanging country of Europe. In the interim, Prussia 

would be recognizable to numerous merchants today as a run of the mill "developing 

business sector" indebted person the na+on. Hamburg assumed a middle person job among 

Amsterdam and Berlin, diver+ng reserves and misusing the financing cost contrasts that 

existed among Holland and Prussia. Be that as it may, rather than the expecta+ons of the 

organiza+on-based specula+ons, the main wave of disappointments happened in 

Amsterdam, trailed by disappointments in Hamburg somewhere in the range of about 

fourteen days aierward. The money related crisis in Berlin was extreme; however, it showed 

up a liQle while aier the emergencies in Amsterdam and Hamburg. Even more 

fundamentally, the greater part of the vendor investors that bombed in Amsterdam and 

Hamburg had the op+on to re-open their entryways inside months, proposing that the crisis 

was one of liquidity instead of principal dissolubility. 

The expanded leverage in a cri+cal posi+on sheet of the significant market members that 

prepared for the 1763 crisis was made conceivable by money related developments to bills 

of trade that extended the universe of contrac+ng poten+al outcomes between counter-

par+es crosswise over huge separa+ons and crosswise over locales. Bills of trade, first rose as 

instruments in the installment framework, encouraging exchange merchandise. In any case, 

by the eighteenth century, they had advanced into a complex instrument of credit–the 
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"acknowledgment advance"– that enabled money to be raised on the money related focuses 

of Amsterdam and Hamburg to back exchange and producing in the recently developing 

markets further east, for example, Prussia (Mansvelt, 1922).  Respectable merchants in the 38

budgetary focuses would make their own reliability accessible by enabling different people to 

draw charges on them, which could then u+lized for installments to outsiders, or be sold on 

the bills market to raise capital. All the geqng gatherings' inclina+ons were integrated 

through thoroughly authorized laws on the transferability of bills, which implied that 

contrac+ng par+es were beQer ready to resolve to reimburse. This dedica+on power had the 

ethical impact of extending the universe of poten+al agreements between invested 

individuals isolated by huge separa+ons. Nonetheless, there was likewise a clouded side. The 

interlocking arrangements of cases furthermore, liabili+es bound many market members 

together through their asset reports, even though there were no basic exchanges regarding 

exchange products between them. The mix of excep+onally u+lized monetary records and 

interlocking cases and liabili+es end up being defenseless against a downturn in the 

monetary movement that accompanied the finish of the war. The occasions of 1763 are 

inseparably bound up with the exploits of one banking house–de Neufville Brothers. De 

Neufville's strategic policies were at first seen with doubt; however, their evident triumphs 

guaranteed their brilliant ascent in banking circles and delivered numerous imitators. In 

1763, there was no such interven+on by the public authori+es in Amsterdam to rescue de 

Neufville. Despite the fact that there were endeavors to forestall the disappointment of de 

Neufville with respect to a por+on of its counter-par+es, they didn't assemble enough help. 

The significance of opportune media+on in crisis the execu+ves and the organizing job of a 

crisis supervisor are significant exercises to be drawn from this differen+a+on. 

As the aiermath of the crisis, the crisis was trailed by a +me of falling mechanical genera+on 

and a stagna+on of credit in northern Europe. The Amsterdam monetary market was the first 

to recoup from the crisis, with the end goal that trusts in exis+ng credit rehearse was before 

long re-established. Many financial houses that had been pronounced bankrupt re-opened 

not long aier the crisis. Those houses that end up being ruined, for example, de Neufville, 

were permiQed to fall flat. At last, an enormous por+on of the debt remarkable could be 

reimbursed despite the high number of introductory disappointments. Disregarding the 

maltreatment of the framework by de Neufville and others, there don't seem to have been 
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any adjustments to the laws overseeing bills of trade. Hence, it may not be surprising that 

already in 1772, Amsterdam experienced the next financial crisis, which this +me was mainly 

related to the specula+on in stocks. 

In Hamburg, as well, numerous banks that had shut during the crisis revived for business 

later on. Büsch (1797, p. 125) reports that "the primary stun was a lot bigger than the 

malicious itself" and that a huge piece of the debt could be paid at last. All things considered, 

the period aier the crisis [1763-1788] was "one of the most nega+ve +me frames ever 

experienced" (Wirth, 1890, p. 95). Be that as it may, financiers and shippers had become 

significantly warier in their money-related issues, with the end goal that there were no 

genuine budgetary aggrava+ons un+l 1799.  39

The greatest effect of the crisis was felt in Berlin. The bank disappointments in Amsterdam 

what's more, Hamburg, and presumably addi+onally the Prussian take off from 

Wechselstrenge, encouraged a serious credit crunch, inci+ng various insolvencies in the 

corporate area. The circumstance was exacerbated by the coin change ordered toward the 

finish of the war, which created an extraordinary fixing of the fiscal base. Prussia dove into a 

profound and durable downturn and emptying, which finished in a second flood of 

insolvencies in 1766. A considerable lot of the financiers who had recently deflected chapter 

11 of every 1763 at last collapsed.18 It is straigh�orward why Prussia was hit a lot harder 

than the other na+ons. In different na+ons, the crisis prompted the transitory conclusion of 

numerous banks, what's more, to the vanishing of unviable money related founda+ons. 

Interes+ngly, the breakdown of credit systems involved serious impacts for the genuine 

economy of Prussia since numerous tasks could never again be financed and must be 

hindered or even surrendered. In expansion, the ability to broaden worldwide advances 

subsided aier the crisis, with the end goal that the all-out effect on Prussia was considerably 

more extreme than the prompt impact.  

The observa+on that many banks in Amsterdam and Hamburg re-opened aier the crisis 

indicates that the underlying problem of the crisis of the banks was one of illiquidity and not 

of fundamental insolvency. 

D. Crisis of 1772 
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Though business cycles of the advanced structure are not no+ceable in the period before 

1793, business crises return in any event to the breakdown of John Law's Mississippi 

Company in France and the South Sea Bubble in England 1720. In the period from 1762 to 

1776, there were two significant emergencies. First came that of 1,763 which brought, and 

ended the credit blast following the Seven Years' War. In the wake of beginning in 

Amsterdam, the emergency spread to Hamburg and, to a lesser degree, London. Increasingly 

boundless in its impact was the peace+me emergency of 1,772 which started in London and 

spread to Scotland, the Con+nent of Europe, and peripheral pieces of the Bri+sh Empire.  

In Great Britain, the years from mid-six+es to the mid-seven+es were portrayed by an 

excep+onal extension of assembling, mining, and universal enhancements, which is the 

notable story of the early Industrial Revolu+on. The capital was moderately modest, and its 

market was extended by the guide of merchants and financiers. The development was in no 

way, shape or form restricted to the home island, for pilgrim grower and traders partook in 

the development. By 1769 the credit blast was in progress and arrived at mixed-up tallness 

before its breakdown in mid-1772.  

New states had an unquenchable interest for capital. Rare capital in conjunc+on with copious 

land assets, yielded an excep+onal yield, by and large higher than that on interests in the 

motherland. The homesteaders, who only some+mes had a lot of capital of their own, tried 

to get however much as could be expected from the motherland, to whom they small 

constantly obliged. The es+mated annual return from the colonies was frequently as liQle as 

a third or less of the amount owed. Despite the risks and uncertain+es of the age, credit 

entered into a remarkably high propor+on of business transac+ons. 

Now and then fron+er governing bodies passed laws for the help of indebted individuals, just 

to be disallowed by the Privy Council in England. The Board of Trade checked on all provincial 

enactment, and its recommenda+ons were generally followed up on by the Privy Council. 

The Board, understanding that a sound acknowledge was basic as a reason for the estate 

exchange, listened closely to the fights of Bri+sh traders against laws forcing impediments to 

the assortment of debt. Among these were: confinements upon fron+er paper cash issues, 

impediments upon the westbound reloca+on of populace, and the prerequisite that specific 

pilgrim items go through Great Britain. Truth be told, the New Colonial Policy was planned to 

a limited extent, in any event, to give the premise to development of credit and capital 

interest in the period following the Seven Years' War. 
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Bri+sh capital fares might be considered quickly regarding three topographical zones: The 

East Indies, the West Indies, and North America. The Bri+sh triumph over the French in India 

introduced for the East India Company, a +me of disturbance that veils a significant 

development of exchange and capital venture. Con+nues from the offers of the Company's 

produce expanded pointedly in 1763-1764, and again in 1768-1769. Capital fares to India 

were adequate greatness to incite an advanced posi+on to state that they may perhaps 

clarify the fall of the trades in Great Britain in 1768-1771 . Other than the typical want 40

revenue-driven, control of the Company turned into the abroga+ng worry of specific 

examiners who u+lized the weapon of a decei�ul stock exchange. Nearly the en+re credit of 

the London adver+se some+mes massed to help this technique for Company control.  

The West India islands, which contained one moment frac+on of the amplified Bri+sh 

domain in America, assimilated an impressive volume of capital. Social orders of merchants 

in London and other exchanging urban communi+es bought squander arrives in the sugar 

provinces, which they hope to improve and develop with benefit by methods for elements 

and operators. In 1775, the House of Commons heard a long arrangement proof in which it 

was uncovered that the capital interest in the Bri+sh sugar seQlements added up to no less 

than 60,000,000, of which the greater part was evaluated to be the immediate property of, 

or was inferable from person inhabitant in this century. Educated contemporaries kept up 

that the Northern Colonies didn't get such sufficient acknowledge from Bri+sh traders as the 

West Indies. An examina+on of the debts of the two areas appears as the West Indies 

represents both the debts owed to Bri+sh merchants and the property of truant owners, it is 

simpler to appraise the debt at somewhere in the range of ten and fiieen million pounds. By 

examina+on, the debts owed by North Americans to Bri+sh leasers were evaluated at figures 

running from 2 million to 6 billion pounds, and the case of Bri+sh shippers at the flare-up of 

the Revolu+on added up to almost 3 million pounds. Since the period from 1773 to 1775 was 

one of the considerable debt decreases, it is sensible to assume that the debt was over this 

last figure, and poten+ally as high as 4 million or 5 million pounds before the breakdown of 

the credit blast in 1772. Capital investment in North America might be considered from 

viewpoints. New zones are gained by the Treaty of 1763 can be recognized from the first 

thirteen provinces. Land hypothesis and rivalry among Bri+sh and America land organiza+ons 

in the Ohio na+on may have occupied capital, from the thirteen seQlements. A brief blast in 
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East Florida pulled in the capital of individuals from parliament who were Bri+sh traders, and 

the grower and the merchants of South Carolina before its breakdown in 1768. The other 

point of view capital investment might be considered as exclusively as far as the thirteen 

seQlements and thought about inside this territory, a local premise. Without increasingly 

exact informa+on, the business debts asserted by Bri+sh merchants from clients in the 

American Colonies bear the cost of an unpleasant es+ma+on of capital specula+ons.  

Assuredly the most striking marks are the high propor+on of claims on debtors in the 

Southern Colonies (£2,482,765), especially in Virginia, which is £1,383,245. Out of nearly 

£3,000,000, debtors in the Southern planta+on colonies had claims against them of nearly 

£2,500,500 or 84%, as compared with £475,000 or 16%, against those owing in the 

commercial colonies in New England and the Middle Atlan+c Region.  41

There are a few clarifica+ons of this convergence of debts in the Southern Colones; however, 

the fundamental significance is the nature and ac+vity of the Bri+sh commercial framework. 

This was an arrangement of business restric+on by which the provinces turned into a 

hostage adver+se for the producers of the homeland and a select wellspring of supply for 

certain extraordinary wares. Then again, the commercial confinements made the benefits of 

that exchange stream to Great Britain. The provinces which created exportable staples that 

supplemented the results of the motherland were more profoundly respected than those 

who delivered aggressive wares. While the previous, whose central fares comprised of 

tobacco, rice, and indigo, were supported by methods for liberal credit and capital, the state 

of this largesse was a profoundly explained arrangement of the business guideline. 

Conversely, with the semi-open and financially dynamic economy of the northern regions, 

the economy of the estate regions was coordinated with that of the homeland in what was 

basically a shut and metropolitan arranged arrangement of exchange, transpor+ng, and fund. 

Two genuinely exchanging strategies for an organiza+on created between Great Britain and 

her American states; every way formed by territorial financial condi+ons and the Acts of 

Trade. These exchanging strategies might be alluded to as the estate framework and the 

business framework. The previous, which won in the enormous manor unit of development 

and the Acts of Trade, which authorized a complementary progression of extraordinary 

staples and fabricated merchandise to and from the homeland. With the ascent of a class of 
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huge grower, it got standard for the planer to entrust his harvest to a trader in London or the 

outposts. The vendor, on a commission premise, sold the yield and acquired merchandise on 

request to ship to the grower by return vessel. At the point when the returns of the harvest 

were not exactly the expense of the products requested, the dealer charged the dis+nc+on, 

together with different requests sent during the year, to the grower on an open record. The 

charge balance was, as a result, a credit that was usually conceded for a year without 

intrigue and from that point at five percent on the unpaid equaliza+on. This enthusiasm 

bearing sterling debts was typically by close to home bonds, which were much of the +me 

stretched out from year to year un+l the bank requested a home loan or deed of trust. Other 

than the commission framework, there built up another dealer calculate framework the 

ranch areas. Under this framework, Bri+sh shippers, a large por+on of whom dwelled in 

Glasgow, exchanged alone record with the seQlements and u+lized factors or accomplices to 

execute the fron+er side of their business. Various stores were set up from which products 

were retailed to grower and ranchers on a credit of a year. Toward the finish of this period, if 

installment was not goQen in items or neighborhood cash, the premium was charged at five 

percent, and the account holder was, by and large, obliged to give the shipper a bond on the 

security of land. The previous dealer framework, which grew most broadly in piedmont areas 

was intended to address the issues of medium-sized growers and ranchers whose money 

crops comprised to a great extent of tobacco, corn, and wheat. While this framework was 

extending in the interwar years, the commission framework fell upon underhanded days and 

was managed an extreme pass up the credit crisis of 1772.  By the eve of the Revolu+on, 42

when it was evaluated that just around one-fourth of Virginia tobacco was transported by 

grower on commiQal, numerous enormous growers had moved the greater part of their 

business universal Scots vendors. he principle, notwithstanding, the frameworks of 

roundabout exchange empowered these traders to get specie, bills of trade, and products to 

pay debts inferable from Bri+sh commercial houses. 

A flood of Bri+sh merchandise entered the states in 1771 and 1772. Addi+onally, certain 

exogenous variables are here and there referenced, for example, the staggering floods in 

France, Spain, and Italy, which made an interest in grain and carried thriving to American 

ranchers. Another exogenous factor cri+cal was the business blast in Great Britain. The years 

from 1770 to mid-1772 saw an astounding development of outside and residen+al exchange, 
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manufacturing, mining, inner enhancements, and urban upgrades. Accompanying the more 

substan+al proof of riches crea+on was a quick extension of credit and banking, promp+ng 

the hypothesis and ques+onable monetary innova+on.  

In a na+on where capital was rare and ventured plenteous, budgetary development before 

long turned into the request for the day. Two developments s+ck out. One was an infamous 

act of drawing and redrawing invented bills of trade with an end goal to extend credit. The 

other was the founda+on of another bank at Ayr under the firm of Douglas, Heron, and 

Company. Established in 1769 by a gathering of honorable men and monied men, the Bank 

tried to energize assembling and farming, and it's reported strategic to change banking 

strategy in Scotland. At the point when the first capital was depleted, the Bank started to 

fund-raise by a chain of bills in London. This wellspring of credit was stopped abruptly on 

June 10, 1772, when the financial firm of Neal, James, Fordyce, and Down, the London 

reporter of the Ayr Bank, shut its entryways. In the interim, the hypothesis in fates in East 

India stock had debilitated the London currency adver+se.  

Regardless of the endeavors of the Bank of England to help acknowledge, the air pocket 

burst with the end of the Fordyce Bank. It was remembered for a long +me with being a 

deadly blow both to exchange and people in general credits. Insolvencies in England, which 

had found the middle value of 310 in the eight years con+nuing the frenzy, rose to 484 out of 

1772 and 556 out of 1773. From London, the frenzy spread to different pieces of England and 

Scotland where various banks, including the one at Ayr, had to suspend installments. Once 

more flare-up occurred on the mainland of Europe in late 1772, when there was such a 

broad accident, a widespread wreck of credit. The quick media+on of na+onal banks and 

monied men at long last controlled the defeat, yet the strain upon the stores of the Bank of 

England was not facilitated un+l towards the finish of 1773. In the interim, the emergency 

spread to Bri+sh states and ranges of prominence in India and America. One sign of credit 

stringency was the abridgement by the Bank of England of advances toward the East India 

Company and interest for debt reimbursement. By July of 1772, the Company was so 

overwhelmed with debt that is needed to admit its powerlessness to do its commitment. 

Parliament dedicated a lot of +me to the tangled undertakings of the Company got 

concessions concerning the fare of tea to the American Colonies. 

The West Indies likewise experienced an emergency. A large por+on of the trouble fell on the 

Ceded Islands, where the credit framework had been stretched to the limit. The Governor 
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proceeded to state that numerous growers, whose domains and Negroes were sold on 

shippers in London, had pulled back, with their slaves, from the territory which he 

represented and gone to a neighboring French island to get away from the outcomes of debt 

abandonment. To check this mass migra+on, the law-making body of Grenada had passed a 

debt ban law. A demonstra+on of parliament of 1773 to allow outsiders to loan cash on the 

security of West India domains was a propor+on of monetary help to the grower. 

Aier the crisis, an emo+onal ascent in the number of insolvencies was watched: the normal 

number of liquida+ons in London was 310 from 1764–71, however, the number rose to 484 

out of 1772 and 556 of every 1773. Banks that were profoundly associated withe the 

hypothesis persevered through difficult occasions during the emergency. For instance, the 

accomplices of the Ayr Bank paid no under ￡663,397 to completely reimburse their loan 

bosses. Inferable from this procedure, just 112 out of 226 accomplices stayed dissolvable by 

August 1775.  Conversely, banks that had never occupied withe the hypothesis didn't bear 43

any misfortunes and picked up eminence for their extraordinary exhibi+on regardless of the 

turbulence. The East India Company bore overwhelming misfortunes, and its stock value fell 

fundamentally. As Dutch financial houses had put widely in the supply of the East India 

Company, they endured the misfortune alongside different investors. As such, the credit 

crisis spread from London to Amsterdam. 

E. Post-Napoleonic Depression (1815) 

he post-Napoleonic misery was a financial downturn in Europe and the United States aier 

the finish of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815. In England and Wales, a farming sorrow prompted 

the sec+on of the Corn Laws (which were to spellbind Bri+sh legisla+ve issues for the 

following three decades) and put extraordinary strain on the arrangement of poor allevia+on 

acquired from Elizabethan +mes. Addi+onally, aier the finish of the Napoleonic Wars in 

1815, a short blast in material assembling in England was trailed by +mes of ceaseless 

modern financial downturn, especially among material weavers and spinners (the material 

exchange was packed in Lancashire). Weavers who could have expected to procure 15 

shillings for a six-day week in 1803, saw their wages slice to 5 shillings or even 4s 6d by 

1818.  The industrialists, who were cuqng wages without offering allevia+on, accused 44
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showcase powers created by the delayed repercussions of the Napoleonic Wars. 

Simultaneously, the Corn Laws (the first was passed in 1815) exacerbated the circumstance. 

They forced a tax on outside grain with an end goal to ensure English grain makers (farming 

landowners). The expense of nourishment for working individuals rose as individuals had to 

purchase the more costly and lower quality Bri+sh grain, and +mes of starva+on and 

constant joblessness resulted, expanding the longing for poli+cal change both in Lancashire 

and in the na+on at large. In Scotland, the downturn finished in 1822. 

Samuel Jackson of Pennsylvania es+mated that the Panic of 1819 and coming about sadness 

in the United States were brought about by the post-Napoleonic gloom, holding that the 

finish of the Napoleonic wars had prompted the breakdown of fare showcases and coming 

about underconsump+on.  45

F. Panic of 1819 

Right-back during the Presidency of James Monroe, American laborers got a brutal exercise 

in the changes of private enterprise when the economy smashed. The Panic of 1819 started 

the country's first significant discouragement.  As for the situa+on today, that crash, as well, 46

came about because the of conversion of na+onal and universal occasions. In the strong 

climate aier the War of 1812, both U.S. imports and fares flooded. European interest for 

American products, par+cularly farming staples like coQon, tobacco, and flour, expanded. To 

encourage the overheated economy, state banks mul+plied, and credit was simple.  

The central government offered available to be purchased huge tracts of western terrains, 

filling land theory financed by monetary cer+ficates. Stores of species, or hard cash, dove, 

par+cularly in the West and the South. The Second Bank of the United States should be 

relentless the economy; however net blunder in its ini+al stage sapped its adequacy.  The 47

bank's first president, William Jones, rather than finding a way to direct the country's money, 

doled out gigan+c credits that bolstered theory and swelling. He addi+onally oversaw state 

banks, where misrepresenta+on and thei made confusion. A congressional board of 

trustees' proposi+on to end the about indebted Bank of the United States had small support 

— on the grounds that 40 individuals from Congress held stock in the bank. The bank's issues 

emerged at absolutely an inappropriate minute when the economy required a firm rudder 
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during its aier war extension. Jones surrendered and was supplanted by the South Carolina 

congressman Langdon Chews — and later by the Philadelphia legal advisor Nicholas Biddle.  

In spite of the fact that the bank strongly contracted advances in 1818, the harm had been 

finished. The Bank of the United States, a long way from helping the economy, was among 

the destabilizing powers that prompted the downturn of 1819.  Simultaneously, expanding 48

crop yields in Europe discounted the interest for American ranch items, whose costs plunged. 

A financial withdrawal in Europe drove banks there to decrease credit. The emergency 

abroad, combined with the compression at home, constrained American banks to bring in 

their advances too. By mid-1819, credit, once so natural, was inaccessible to numerous 

Americans. With specie saves drained, numerous American banks fizzled, and different 

organiza+ons followed. Offers of open grounds plunged. Joblessness took off, and in certain 

districts, nourishment and other essen+al necessi+es were hard to get a hold of. Par+cularly 

hard hit were urban communi+es outside of New England like Philadelphia, PiQsburgh, and 

Cincinna+.  Ranchers endured as well, however many made due by con+nuing a subsistence 49

way of life. With indebtedness overflowing, jails were packed with account holders. The 

downturn waited for a long +me. It was the first of a few extreme downturns that would 

discolor America's generally vivacious economy all through the nineteenth century.  

The Panic of 1819 encouraged doubt of banks, brokers, and paper cash. The unpredictable 

legislator Davy CrockeQ represented numerous when he expelled "the en+re financial 

framework" as simply "a type of chea+ng on an enormous scale." The maturing Thomas 

Jefferson whined that the new age, "having nothing in them of the emo+ons or standards of 

'76, presently look to a solitary and astonishing legislature of a privileged, established on 

banking founda+ons, and cash fuses… riding and managing over the ravaged cul+vator and 

beggared yeomanry."  This ques+on of organiza+ons was exasperated via milestone choices 50

passed on in 1819 by the Supreme Court under Chief Jus+ce John Marshall.  

In McCullough v. Maryland, it decided that the Bank of the United States, however secretly 

run, was a forma+on of the government that couldn't be moved by the states.  These genius 51

entrepreneur court decisions irritated class divisions, which raised throughout the following 

decade. The 1820s saw the brilliant ascent of Andrew Jackson, who shielded common 
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laborers Americans against what he described as the abuse of an affluent +p-top 

encapsulated by the na+onal bank.  

The downturn of 1819-1822, which was accused generally on investors, was one of the 

monetary powers that made numerous Americans look to Jackson as the rescuer of the 

average workers.  52

G. Panic of 1837 

The Panic of 1837 was one such occurrence, including an insecure cash and money related 

framework bringing about an absence of trust in both government and the banks. A free 

treasury framework rose when President Andrew Jackson moved in 1833 government assets 

from the Bank of the United States to state banks. The Bank of the United States was a 

na+onal bank made by the U.S. Congress. The main bank (1791-1811), proposed by 

Alexander Hamilton and the Federalists, excited restric+on, par+cularly from the West, for its 

preserva+onist arrangements, which implied it was against swelling the cash supply through 

methods for unbacked paper money. Its sanc+on was thusly permiQed to lapse. Troubles in 

financing the War of 1812 caused the making of a second Bank of the United States 

(1816-36). It flourished under the administra+on of Nicholas Biddle and adequately filled in 

as a na+onal bank.  

Andrew Jackson came to notoriety when in 1,818 he drove a response against the Seminoles 

in Florida and caught Pensacola, including the, US in a tough situa+on with Spain and Britain. 

Jackson became related to the expanded well-known interest in government, which later got 

known as "Jacksonian Democracy." His liberal style development nearly won him the 

administra+on in 1824, yet the poli+cal decision finished in the House of Representa+ves. In 

any case, Jackson ran again and won the US administra+on in 1828. Andrew Jackson was 

addi+onally the primary President to make the "Corrup+on," which essen+ally implied that 

every one of your pals who helped in the poli+cal race landed fat paying posi+ons in 

government – the "ruins" of triumph were given to your poli+cal supporters. From this 

mu+nous and hos+le to the Eastern States’ point of view, the baQle against the Bank of the 

United States turned into a significant issue in the presiden+al appointment of 1832, in 

which Jackson vanquished Henry Clay. Following his triumph, Jackson approached crushing 

the focal financial arrangement of the United States and moved government advantages for 
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picked state banks, which got known as Jackson's "pet" banks. This ac+vity truly hindered the 

trust in the cash, and in 1,836 Jackson gave the "Specie Circular," which expressed that every 

single open land must be paid for in specie. This basically hurried the Panic of 1837 and 

would, in general, negate the private content framework where individual banks were 

permiQed to give their very own paper cash. Thanks to the untrustworthy ac+vi+es of 

Andrew Jackson, the U.S. entered a genuine financial downturn following the 

disappointment of the New Orleans coQon business firm, Herman Briggs and, Co in March of 

1837. Expanded land esteems, theory, and wildcat banking added to the emergency, which 

got known as the "Difficult Times of 1837-1843." New York banks suspended installments in 

gold on May 10th, and money related frenzy followed. In any event, 800 US banks suspended 

installment in gold, and 618 banks bombed before the year was out. Gold vanished from 

course, and businesses had to pay their assistance with what turned out to be ordinarily 

alluded to as "shinplasters," which were private bank cash of ques+onable worth and far too 

frequently inside and out fake. In devasta+ng the na+onal bank, Jackson had moved the 

Treasury stores to state banks. They called this present "Jackson's RouleQe". This loaned 

huge believability to these state banks that all started to give their own cash. This got known 

as the Broken Bank Era to gatherers. These "shinplasters" were successfully useless, and 

Jackson set off a monstrous discouragement. By the mid-1840s, states were failing for they 

had given bonds aQemp+ng to rescue the banks. Jackson demonstrated a certain something 

– the requirement for a na+onal bank. Over 39,000 Americans failed, losing some $741 

million as the downturn diminished numerous to starva+on. The downturn spread to Britain 

and the remainder of Europe. Congress approved the issue of U.S. Treasury notes not to 

surpass $10 million on October twelih in a transi+on to help facilitate the staggering 

monetary money related emergency. By 1839 the downturn had not improved without 

ques+on. Inside the following, hardly any years, the condi+ons of Pennsylvania and Maryland 

defaulted on their bond issues.  

In 1840, under President Mar+n Van Buren, an autonomous treasury disengaged from all 

banks was set up. In 1841 the Whigs revoked the law, and it was not un+l 1846 that the 

Democrats re-established the free treasury framework. The Act of 1846 arranged that open 

incomes be held in the Treasury building or in subtreasury in different urban communi+es. 

The Treasury was to pay out its own assets and be totally free of the banking and money 

related arrangement of the country; all installments in and out were to be in only specie. By 

and by, the framework made issues in prosperous occasions by storing up surplus income 
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and in this ,way limi+ng real development of exchange; in discouraged occasions, the 

treasury's emphasis on being paid in specie diminished the measure of specie accessible for 

private credit. The huge uses of the Civil War likewise uncovered issues, and Congress made 

the na+onal financial framework in 1863-1864. The autonomous Treasury was later used to 

balance out the currency showcase; however, the Panic of 1907 demonstrated the endeavor 

useless. The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 denoted the finish of the framework and the 

development of our present save bank founda+on. During the Hard Times of 1837-1843, 

gold made two sharp conven+ons comprising of two individual 5.6-year paQerned 

developments. The breakdown of the financial framework was principally brought about by 

the way that the U.S. government when all is said in done ceased from crea+ng paper cash 

between 1793-1861. What had occurred was that the na+on was thriving, and it before long 

became clear that there was lacking cash in genuine dissemina+on to fulfill the need of 

business. Because of the way that there was a lack of cash and gold between 1793-1837, the 

States conceded sanc+ons to several private banks inside their ward. By the minor terms of 

these contracts, a bank was approved to print and course its own money. The banking for 

this cash was the measure of cash hung on the store in the bank. In any case, misuse turned 

into the standard, and the awful outcome was that numerous banks gave money against 

stores and gold holds that didn't exist. Indeed, even those banks that had worked above-

board regularly bombed when borrowers defaulted on their credits or when investors pulled 

back their assets as different banks were coming up short. This lei even the genuine keep 

money with no plan of ac+on yet to close their entryways as they actually became penniless. 

This prompted the expression "wildcat," which was applied to both the banks and their 

money. Under such an unregulated financial framework, it isn't hard to appreciate why gold 

for all intents and purposes took off in acquiring power somewhere in the range of 1800 and 

1843.  53

H. Great Depression of Bri=sh Agriculture (1873-1896) 

In 1846 Parliament canceled the Corn Laws—which had forced a duty on imported grain—

and along these lines, true ini+ated organized commerce. There was an across the board 

convic+on that unhindered commerce would bring down costs immediately. However, this 

didn't happen for around 25 years aier annulment; the years 1853 to 1862 were broadly 

portrayed by Lord Ernle as the "brilliant +me of English agriculture". This +me of flourishing 
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was brought about by rising costs because of the disclosure of gold in Australia and 

California, which energized mechanical demand. Grain costs dropped from 1848 to 1850 yet 

went up again from 1853, with the Crimean War (1853-1856) and the American Civil War 

(1861-1865) keeping the fare of oats from Russia and the United States, consequently 

protec+ng Britain from the impacts of free trade. Britain appreciated a progression of good 

gathers (aside from in 1860) and the territory of land under development extended, with 

expanding land esteems and expanding interests in seepage and buildings. 

In 1862 the United States Congress passed the Homestead ,Act which prompted the 

seQlement of an enormous piece of the Midwest. The United States addi+onally saw an 

incredible increment in railroads, predominantly over the prairies. In 1860 the United States 

had around 30,800 miles of railroads; by 1,880 this had expanded to around 94,200 miles. 

The railroad organiza+ons supported rancher pioneers by promising to ship their yields for 

not as much as the cost for various years. Due to the innova+ve advancement of delivery, 

there was just because a lot of modest steamboats to move their harvests over the oceans. 

This drove down vehicle costs: in 1,873 the expense of moving a huge amount of grain from 

Chicago to Liverpool was £37s., in 1880 it was £21W. what's more, in 1884 £14s.   New 

innova+ons in rural hardware addi+onally supported the American prairie rancher. Because 

of the shortage of contracted homestead workers, prairie ranchers needed to gather their 

own reap, and the breaking point of their development was set by what one set of hands 

could do. The appearance of the collector cover in 1873 reformed gathering since it implied 

the mul+plying of each rancher's yield as it empowered the procuring to be worked by one 

man rather than two.  For these reasons, modest imports of tremendous measures of 54

American prairie wheat had the op+on to flood the market and undermine and overpower 

Bri+sh wheat farmers. The terrible harvests of 1875, 1877, 1,878 and especially the wet 

summer of 1879 masked the reason for the depression. The Duke of Bedford wrote in 1897 

that "Agriculturalists and the country everywhere were similar torpid to the genuine 

character of the depression...Cheap marine vehicle had just tossed open the English market 

to the oats of four con+nents...It is anything but difficult to be insigh�ul aier the occasion, 

yet it is bizarre that a calamity which was never again only approaching yet had really 

occurred ought to have been respected by those best ready to make a decision as a passing 

cloud”. In past periods of awful reaps, ranchers were remunerated by significant expenses 
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brought about by the scarcity. However, Bri+sh ranchers could never again depend on 

significant expenses because of the modest American imports.  Between 1871–75 and 1896–

1900, the importa+on of wheat and flour expanded by .0%, for meat, it was 3, 00% and for 

margarine and cheddar, it was 110%.  

On the eve of the downturn, the aggregate sum of land developing oats was 9,431,000 

sec+ons of land; by 1,898 this had declined to 7,401,000 sec+ons of land, a decrease of 

about 22%. During a similar period, the measure of land under a perpetual field as opposed 

to under development expanded by 19%. By 1900 wheat-developing area was just somewhat 

over half of the aggregate of 1872 and shrank further un+l 1914. The downturn likewise 

quickened Britain's provincial elimina+on. The 1881 evalua+on demonstrated a decrease of 

92,250 rural workers since 1871, with an expansion of 53,496 urban workers. A considerable 

lot of these had recently been homestead laborers who relocated to the urban communi+es 

to discover employment. Between 1871 and 1,901 the number of inhabitants in England and 

Wales expanded by ,43% yet the extent of male farming workers diminished by more than 

one-third. According to Sir James Caird, in his proof to the Royal Commission on the 

Depression in Trade and Industry in 1886, the yearly pay of landowners, occupants, and 

workers had fallen by £42,800,000 since 1876. No other na+on saw such a social change, and 

the Bri+sh approach stood out from those received on the Con+nent. Every wheat-

developing na+on forced taxes in the wake of the blast of American prairie wheat aside from 

Britain and Belgium. Subsequently, Britain turned into the most industrialized significant 

na+on with the liQlest extent of its assets commiQed to agriculture. 

England's reliance on imported grain during the 1830s was 2%; during the 18,60s it was 24%; 

during the 18,80s it was 45%. By 1914 Britain was subject to imports for four-fiihs of her 

wheat and 40% of her meat. In the range of 1809 and 1879, 88% of Bri+sh tycoons had been 

landowners; somewhere in the range of 1880 and 1,914 this figure dropped to 33% and fell 

further aier the First World War. During the ini+al seventy-five er cent of the nineteenth 

century, the Bri+sh landed nobility were the wealthiest class on the planet's most 

extravagant country. In 1882 Charles George Milnes Gaskell composed that "the huge 

increment in the conveying influence of boats, the offices of intercourse with remote 

na+ons, the further undermining of grains and meat" implied that monetarily and poli+cally 

the old landed class was never again rulers of the earth. The new affluent +p-top was never 

again privileged Bri+sh people yet American representa+ves who made their riches from the 
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industry as opposed to land. By the late nineteenth century, Bri+sh producers overshadowed 

the gentry as the most extravagant class in the country. 

I. Long Depression (1873-1896) 

Between 1848 and 1873, the European economy encountered a monetary blast without a 

notable point of reference. Fares of Bri+sh coQon merchandise expanded in the single 

decade 1850-1860 by a similar sum as over the whole going before three decades. Fares of 

Belgian iron mul+plied somewhere in the range of 1851 and 1857. In general, world 

exchange, which had expanded by just shy of 100% somewhere in the range of 1800 and 

1840, expanded by over 250% somewhere in the range of 1850 and 1870. 

Europe had only 14,500 miles of railroad in 1850, however, 63,300 miles of it by 1870. The 

tonnage conveyed in Bri+sh steamships rose 16-overlay somewhere in the range of 1850 and 

1880, that of the remainder of the world more than four-overlap. All the records pointed 

upwards. Aier the exchange misery and progressive age of the 1840s, another age of 

certainty, development, and an unending open door appeared to have unfolded. The bust, 

when it came, was correspondingly stunning. In May 1873, the Vienna Stock Market 

smashed, bringing about a progression of Austrian bank disappointments as the cash supply 

contracted. The frenzy immediately spread to different pieces of Europe. In Germany, it was 

the breakdown of the railroad that burst the theore+cal air pocket. Throughout the following 

four years, shares in German organiza+ons lost 60% of their worth.  

In September 1873, a significant US managed an account with large interests in railways, 

failed. The Jay Cooke disappointment set off a US alarm that cut down 98 banks, 89 railroad 

organiza+ons, and 18,000 different organiza+ons. By 1876, one out of seven Americans was 

out of work. In both Europe and America, poli+cal unifica+on and a railroad blast added to 

showcase free for all. Yet, there were more profound variables at work – factors that would 

transform the money related collide with an extended droop. Free enterprise is impromptu. 

During a blast, industrialists race to put resources into beneficial undertakings, yet on the off 

chance that too many heaps into a similar industry, the outcome in as abundance limit and a 

flood of liquida+ons when products and ventures can't be sold. What further destabilizes the 

blast is the constrained acquiring intensity of the common laborers. Since business people 

mean to limit compensa+on and augment benefits, laborers come up short on the pay to 

repurchase every one of the merchandise and ventures their work produces. Over-
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genera+on and under-u+liza+on are twin highlights of each entrepreneeur's emergency. Air 

pockets and crashes in money related markets consistently happen with regards to a more 

profound dysfunc+onality of the whole monetary framework. Benefits and costs plunged 

aier 1873. In a universe of numerous liQle and medium-sized firms, the increased challenge 

in contrac+ng markets prompted radical cuts in costs and net revenues. The Long Depression 

of 1873-1896 was portrayed by collapse as opposed to expansion. 

Comparing the years 1850-1873 and the years 1873-1890, development rates fell strongly – 

from 4.3% per year to 2.9% in Germany, from 6.2% to 4.7% in the US, and from 3.0% to 1.7% 

in Britain.  This implied the Long Depression was moderately moderate and shallow. 55

Numerous organiza+ons succeeded, and numerous laborers, halfway on the grounds that 

wages didn't fall in accordance with costs, encountered an ascent in expecta+ons for 

everyday comforts. New businesses, similar to synthe+c compounds and electrics, developed 

apace. New focuses of capital amassing pulled in front of old 'workshops of the world'. The 

frenzy of 1873But rural costs stayed discouraged for an age, and mass joblessness got 

endemic. World private enterprise sunk into what the incredible liberal market analyst. The 

framework, it turned out, didn't generally blast. The market, all things considered, was not 

self-revising. The 'concealed hand' could convey las+ng droop as promptly as theore+cal air 

pocket and blast +me craze.  

There were quick centraliza+on and convergence of capital. LiQle and medium firms went to 

the divider, markets got overwhelmed by few mammoth enterprises, and these sorted out 

themselves into 'trusts' or 'cartels' as a method for overseeing rivalry to secure costs and 

benefits. The mechanical Goliaths depended intensely on government agreements and bank 

credits, making a +ght nexus between the state, money capital, and modern capital.  The 56

procedure was generally best in class in Germany and the US – the two na+ons that 

presently pulled in front of Britain to turn into the world's driving financial superpowers. A 

key component of the new private enterprise was protec+onism. England alone stayed 

resolved to unhindered commerce. The normal levy charged on imported products in 1914 

was 13% in Germany, 18% in Austria-Hungary, 20% in France, 38% in Russia, and 30% in the 

US. The subsequent paQern was imperialism. 
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Provincial conten+ons ejected in the Far East, Central Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and the 

Balkans. In 1876, just 10% of Africa was under European guidelines. By 1900, over 90% of it 

had been colonized. Railroads were again at the focal point of occasions. With the market 

gluQed in Europe, new railroads were developed over the globe. The 'Berlin to Baghdad' 

railroad, intended to connect Germany, Austria-Hungary, the Balkans, and the OQoman 

Empire, is an acclaimed model. It was an immediate test to Bri+sh and French interests in the 

undeniably significant Middle East. The Armstrong-Whitworth works at Newcastle - arms 

spending finished the Long Depression and proclaimed the coming World WarProtec+onism 

and imperialism were focused. Along these lines, as well, was the third paQern: rising arms 

use. English military use, for instance, which had stayed stable during the 1870s and 1880s, 

rose dras+cally from £32 million of every 1887 to £77 million of every 1914. England's rulers 

were reac+ng to a European-wide weapons contest, and specifically to the test of a 

developing German naval force.  

German mari+me spending rose from 90 million checks in the mid-1890s to 400 million of 

every 1914. The Bri+sh armada expanded in size from 29 war vessels in 1899 to 49 of every 

1914, the German armada from 7 ships to 29.  

The Long Depression was finished, similar to the Great Depression, by military use. State 

arms contracts turned firms like Krupps in Germany and Armstrong-Whitworth in Britain into 

monster partnerships. Krupps at Essen u+lized 16,000 lbourers in 1873, however, 70,000 out 

of 1912. Armstrong u+lized 40% of all the designing laborers on Tyneside in 1914. The 

'mul+plier impact' was gigan+c. About 1500 liQle firms filled in as immediate sub-contractual 

workers of Armstrong of Newcastle, for instance, while uncounted thousands more provided 

the merchandise and enterprises required by a developing mechanical city of 200,000 

individuals. The Long Depression began the commencement to the First World War. 

J. U.S. Depression of 1920-21 

The Depression of 1920–21 was a sharp defla+onary recession in the United States and 

different na+ons, star+ng 14 months aier the finish of World War I. It endured from January 

1920 to July 1921. The degree of the flaQening was enormous, however huge compara+ve 

with the going with the decrease in a genuine product. 

There was a two-year post–World War I recession quickly following the finish of the war, 

muddling the assimila+on of a great many veterans into the economy. The economy began to 
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develop, yet it had not yet finished every one of the changes in moving from a war+me to a 

peace+me economy. Components recognized as adding to the downturn incorporate 

returning soldiers, which made a flood in the non-military personnel work power and issues 

in retaining the veterans; a decrease in trade guild hardship; changes in financial and fiscal 

arrangement; and changes in value desires. Following the finish of the recession, the Roaring 

Twen+es brought a +me of monetary flourishing. 

The recession kept going from January 1920 to July 1921, or year and a half, as indicated by 

the Na+onal Bureau of Economic Research. This was longer than most post–World War I 

downturns, however, was shorter than downturns of 1910–12 and 1913–1914 (24 and 23 

months separately). It was essen+ally shorter than the Great Depression (132 months). 

Es+mates for the decrease in Gross Na+onal Product, likewise fluctuate. The U.S. Branch of 

Commerce assesses that GNP declined 6.9%, Nathan Balke and Robert J. Gordon gauge a 

decrease of 3.5%, and Chris+na Romer gauges a decay of 2.4%.  There is no conven+onal 57

meaning of financial downturn, yet two casual principles are a 10% decrease in GDP or a 

downturn enduring over three years, and the joblessness rate moving above 10%. The 

recession of 1920–21 was portrayed by extraordinary flaQening, the biggest one-year rate 

decrease in around 140 years of data. The Department of Commerce gauges 18% collapse, 

Balke and Gordon gauge 13% emptying, and Romer gauges 14.8% collapse. Discount costs 

fell 36.8%, the most extreme drop since the American Revolu+onary War. This re awful than 

any year during the Great Depression. The flaQening of 1920–21 was extraordinary in 

supreme terms, and furthermore, uncommonly outrageous given the moderately slight 

decrease in the net residen+al product. 

The reasons for the depression were not that hard to predict. In fact, everything was obvious 

and inevitable. Unemployment rose strongly during the downturn. Romer gauges an ascent 

to 8.7% from 5.2%, and a more seasoned gauge from Stanley LebergoQ says joblessness rose 

from 5.2% to 11.7%. Both concur that joblessness immediately fell aier the downturn, and 

by 1923 had come back to a level predictable with full employment. During the downturn, 

there was an incredibly sharp decrease in mechanical crea+on. From May 1920 to July 1921, 

car genera+on declined by 60% and complete mechanical crea+on by 30%. At the finish of 

the downturn, the genera+on immediately bounced back. A mechanical genera+on came 

back to its pinnacle levels by October 1922.  U+lizing an assortment of lists, Victor Zarnowitz 
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found the downturn of 1920–21 to have the biggest drop in the business movement of any 

downturn among 1873 and the Great Depression.  

Stocks fell dras+cally during the downturn. The Dow Jones Industrial Average arrived at a 

pinnacle of 119.6 on November 3, 1919, two months before the downturn started. The 

market boQomed on August 24, 1921, at 63.9, a decrease of 47%.  The atmosphere was 58

horrible for organiza+ons—from 1919 to 1922, the pace of business disappointments 

significantly increased, moving from 37 disappointments to 120 disappointments for every 

10,000 organiza+ons. Organiza+ons that maintained a strategic distance from liquida+on saw 

a 75% decrease in profits. 

Changing from war+me to peace+me was a huge stun for the U.S. economy. Manufacturing 

plants concentrated on war+me genera+on needed to close down or retool their crea+ons. A 

short downturn happening in the United States following Armis+ce Day was trailed by a 

development spurt. The downturn that happened in 1920, nonetheless, was addi+onally 

influenced by the altera+ons following the finish of the war, especially the grounding of 

troopers. Probably the greatest change was the reemergence of officers into the non-military 

personnel work power. In 1918, the Armed Forces u+lized 2.9 million individuals. This 

tumbled to 1.5 million of every 1919 and 380,000 by 1920.  The impacts on the work 59

showcase were generally striking in 1920, when the regular ci+zen work power expanded by 

1.6 million individuals, or 4.1%, in a solitary year. (In spite of the fact that liQler than the 

numbers in the post–World War II grounding in 1946 and 1947, this is generally the biggest 

archived one-year work power increase). In the mid-1920s, the two costs and wages changed 

more rapidly than today. Managers may have been faster to offer diminished wages to 

returning soldiers, subsequently bringing down their genera+on expenses, and bringing 

down their prices. 

During World War I, worker's organiza+ons had expanded their capacity—the legislature had 

an extraordinary requirement for merchandise and ventures, and with such a large number 

of youngsters in the military, there was a +ght work showcase. Following the war, be that as 

it may, there was a +me of disturbance for worker's guilds, as they lost their haggling power. 

In 1919, 4 million laborers protested sooner or later, fundamentally more than the 1.2 

million in the previous years. Major strikes incorporated an iron and steel laborers struck in 
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September 1919, bituminous coal excavators struck in November 1919, and a significant 

railroad strike in 1920. Under the best quality level, a +me of cri+cal expansion of bank credit 

and paper cases would be trailed by a flood of reclama+ons as investors and theorists moved 

to verify their advantages. This would prompt a defla+onary period as bank credit and claims 

lessened, and the cash supply contracted in accordance with gold stores. The presenta+on of 

the Federal Reserve System in 1913 had not, in a general sense, changed this connec+on to 

gold. The economy had been commonly infla+onary since 1896, and from 1914 to 1920, 

costs had expanded rapidly. Individuals and organiza+ons consequently an+cipated that 

costs should fall substan+ally. 

Around 300 famous individuals from industry, banking, and work were assembled in 

September 1921 to examine the issue of joblessness. Hoover composed the financial 

gathering and a board on unemployment. The advisory group built up a branch in each state 

having considerable unemployment, alongside sub-branches in nearby networks and 

chairmen's crisis boards of trustees in 31 urban areas. The board of trustees contributed help 

to the jobless, and furthermore sorted out joint effort between the neighborhood and 

governments. As indicated by a 1989 inves+ga+on by Milton Friedman and Anna Schwartz, 

the recession of 1920–21 was the consequence of a pointless contrac+onary fiscal strategy 

by the Federal Reserve Bank. 

III. Poli=cal Perspec=ve Upon Evolu=on of Interna=onal Economics 

A. Road Through the World War I 

Before World War I, the gold standard was maintained by most of the world, including the 

U.S., Britain, and European countries. The gold standard made the United States keep a fixed 

exchange rate in rela+on to other countries on the gold standard as an allegiance that 

encouraged the flow of goods and capital among countries. Thus, the gold standard 

entrusted the U.S. to limit the growth of money and credit so that it restrained infla+onary 

pressures. Nevertheless, the gold standard did not operate ideally. Even though the gold 

standard maintained a star+ng point for nominal stability in the long run, the world economy 

suffered in the short run as periods of depressions emerged due to changes in the world 
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supply and demand for gold. However, U.S. dependence on the gold standard could not 

prevent unrestricted management of the domes+c economy.  60

From the late 1800s to 1914, advancements in technology such as steamships, telegraph, 

telephone, and Suez and Panama canals inevitably shrunk distances and elevated 

communica+on, causing the world to undergo a period of rapid globaliza+on.  61

In order to augment their prosperity, more or less 60 million Europeans lei their countries 

for the regions that are rich with regards to resources in the United States, Canada, 

Argen+na, and elsewhere. Countries also reduced their trade barriers for imports and 

embraced trade. Thus, merchandise exports increased as a propor+on of the economy, 

endorsing globaliza+on. 

Figure 5: Merchandise 

exports of % of GDP 

Although the Industrial 

Revolu+on proved its benefits, 

it further pushed inequality in 

certain wealthier countries. 

While trade enriched certain 

people, it lei others behind, 

precipita+ng disrup+on and 

poli+cal backlash.  62

During the pre-war period, the global economy was growing resolutely. The growth of global 

economic exchange in Europe pre-war +me was uneven. Many Western European countries 

were affiliated with an immensely interdependent subsystem of states in which crises 

occurred but were resolved peacefully. Diversely, economic interdependence was much 

superficial in most of Eastern and Central Europe. In contrast to interdependent west, 

OQoman Empire, Serbia, Austria-Hungary, and several other independent Balkan states 
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traded compara+vely liQle with each other, boos+ng crises to be more aggressive and 

increased tendency to the war.  63

B. Collapse of the Gold Standard  

The fundamental features of the gold standard were; 

- The monetary unit was defined in terms of certain weight and fineness of gold. 

- All gold coins were held as standard coins and considered unlimited legal tender. 

- All other types of money were freely conver+ble into gold. 

- There was an unlimited coinage of gold at no cost. 

- The import and export of gold were freely allowed. 

- The monetary authority was under obliga+on to buy and sell gold at the fixed price.  64

Gold standard shaped the basis of the currency and fulfilled its role as a regulator of the 

volume of currency within a country, which was called the domes+c aspect of the gold 

standard as it was related to stabilizing the value of money. Since the amount of liquid 

money in a country was restricted by the gold reserve that the country held, countries were 

required a cash basis for credit crea+on that was limited by the gold reserve. Therefore, the 

aggregate currency of a country was regulated by its gold reserves. 

Separately, the main objec+ve of the gold standard targeted regula+ng and stabilizing the 

exchange rate between countries. There is also a pledge among countries’ monetary 

authori+es to purchase or sell gold in unrestricted quan+ty at the fixed price. Under these 

circumstances, a stable connec+on exists between currencies of different countries, and the 

free movement of gold helps to preserve this stability.  

Before World War I, the gold standard func+oned efficiently and con+nued to exist, 

succeeding in the maintenance of exchange rate stability between countries, but with the 

star+ng of the World War in 1914, countries started to abandon the gold standard.  There 

were two essen+al reasons for countries to abandon the gold standard: avoiding 

disadvantages effects over the balance of payments and preven+ng gold exports from falling 

“What World War I Can Tell Us about Interna+onal Commerce and War ...”, n.d. Accessed January 11, 2020. 63
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into the hands of their enemies. Heretofore, viola+ons of rules of the gold standard, 

restric+ons of free trade structure, inelas+c domes+c prices, inequali+es in the distribu+on 

of gold, poli+cal instability, lack of coopera+on and absence of an interna+onal monetary 

organiza+on had become the vital mistakes made by countries that eventually brought the 

economy into this unfortunate situa+on.  65

Aier World War I, no country at war demone+zed gold or refused to buy gold at a fixed 

price. For s+cking to the gold standard, a country needs to maintain the conver+bility 

between currencies and gold in order to ensure the flow of gold freely across its borders. The 

countries in the war exported gold and spent large amounts of money to finance the war.  66

However, these methods did not effec+vely worked; they could only supply a small frac+on 

of the money needed. As new taxes did not manage to close the money short between 

deficits and reserves, prices started to soar. Although the United States was con+nued 

obeying the rules of the gold standard when the country was remaining neutral during the 

war, with the order of President Wilson, U.S. stopped uncontrolled export of the gold 

without permission from the Secretary of the Treasury and the Federal Reserve.  

The struggle to reconstruct the interna+onal gold standard aier World War I was different 

from past experiences. The 50 year period before the War, Bri+sh currency, and the 

widespread gold standard provided a reputable point of reference for non-gold currencies. 

During this 50 year period, countries that had adopted the gold standard demanded the 

Bank of England develop a predictable policy.  

As the aforemen+oned stagnant economic rela+onships emerged between countries such as 

OQoman Empire, Serbia, Austria-Hungary, where shallow economic interdependence had 

occurred, it was not extremely surprising that the World War broke out among the non-

interdependent states in Eastern Europe. The crisis escalated the necessity of a more 

economic integra+on, especially for Germany and Russia, to demonstrate an ongoing resolve 

to support their weaker allies. As alliances became +ghtened aier Germany and Russia took 
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turns backing down under the pressure of war in previous crises.  Although +ghter 67

connec+ons increased the leverage of Balkan allies, it happened only by having 

interdependent countries to impose foreign policies over countries that were less integrated 

into the world economy. 

The economic network between European countries could not prevent war. Once it was 

started, the war spread through the compe+ng allies, making the situa+on harder for 

Western powers o take advantage of current economic linkages to their mediatory effect. All 

countries in 1914 expected a short war, making no prepara+ons for a long war, financially 

especially. The world changed aier the World War. Countries started imposing restric+ons 

on trade and capital flow. Protec+onism showed up once again, seqng the stage for the 

Great Depression. During the war, countries learned that people would submit to taxa+on 

and conscrip+on if the given circumstances point so as means of protec+on.   As World War 68

I ended, poli+cal alliances were changed, interna+onal indebtedness was at its highest level, 

and the financial condi+ons of the governments deteriorated. The postwar recession and 

enormous war-debts that governments face created a lack of confidence in the gold standard 

that aggravated economic difficul+es, underlining the necessity of something more flexible 

on which to base its global economy, eventually causing the bubble to collapse.   69

As the gold supply con+nued to fall behind the growth of the interna+onal money supply or 

global economy, Bri+sh sterling and the U.S. dollar became more important, being the global 

reserve currencies. Other countries started holding more of these currencies instead of gold, 

resul+ng in a highlighted consolida+on of gold to several large countries during the 1920s.  70

The Great Depression emergent was the last final straw of the process that completed the 

abandonment of the Gold Standard. 

C. German Hyperinfla=on 

Germany had been a prosperous state un+l  World War I, with a gold-backed currency, a 

growing economy, and pioneering certain sectors of industry. German, Bri+sh, French, and 
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Italian currencies all had approximately equal values, and all were exchanged four or five to 

the dollar.   71

In order to afford the high costs of the World War, Germany shut down the gold standard 

system when the war broke out. In contrast to France, who imposed income tax to afford the 

war costs, German Reichstag decided to fund the en+re war costs by borrowing, although 

this decision was cri+cized by financial experts as a huge threat for currency devalua+on. 

German government thought to go paying the war debt off by winning the war, which would 

result in the annexa+on of resource-rich industrial regions in the west and gaining massive 

repara+ons from the Allies. First wave of devalua+on emerged as the exchange rate of the 

mark against the U.S. dollar devalued from 4.2 to 7.9 marks.  The defeat of Germany 72

escalated the failure of the strategy, which lei the new Weimar Republic with an enormous 

burden of war debts that it could not afford. Demands of the Allies in the Treaty of Versailles 

for repara+ons promoted the accelera+on of the decline in the value of the German mark, to 

48 marks against a U.S. dollar during 

1919.  Although stability was observed 73

in 1921, the London Payment Plan was 

declared by the Repara+ons 

Commission, as an obliga+on for 

Germany to pay repara+ons in gold or 

foreign currency with par+al payments 

of 2 billion gold marks, 132 billion gold 

marks in total.  

Figure 6: Weimar Republic 

hyperinfla+on from one to a 

trillion paper marks per gold mark; 

values on logarithmic scale. 
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The date the first payment, which was made, June 1921, started the rapid devalua+on of the 

mark, which fell in value to about 330 marks per dollar. The German government decided to 

print money as mass banknotes to buy foreign currency, as a solu+on to deal with the 

devalua+on of the German mark.  

This was the absolute breaking point of the process, inflaming the infla+on of the currency.  74

During January 1923, France occupied the Ruhr, Germany’s main industrial region, since 

Germany could not afford the deferred payment of repara+ons on +me, worsening the 

German industry and making financial condi+ons of Germany economy even miserable. 

German government con+nued its efforts to compensate the debts by prin+ng more and 

more money, bringing the unpreventable Consequence of hyperinfla+on. 

The conference upon interna+onal repara+ons was held during 1922, resul+ng no workable 

solu+on ideas, unfortunately. At the end of 1922, the German mark fell to 7.400 marks per 

U.S. dollar, making the German government realize that they will not be able to afford 

repara+ons payments. Since German money at that +me was worthless, repara+ons were to 

be paid in goods, causing Ruhr Vally to be occupied by French and Belgian troops 

subsequently. By November 1923, a U.S. dollar was exchanged with 4.210.500.000.000 

German marks.  75

Aier Hjalmar Schacht appointed as the currency commissioner in November 1923, he 

disallowed the Reichsbank to discount any government Treasury bills, which implied the 

corresponding issue of German marks also ceased. Discounts of commercial trade bills were 

allowed, and the amount of Rentenmarks (new series of notes subs+tuted for gold, 

according to a plan) increased. The Rentenbank denied a further credit to the government 

and to speculators who could not afford borrowing Rentenmarks since Rentenmarks were 

not legal tender. Eventually, Rentenmark was announced as the official unit of money, 

replacing paper marks of the Reichsbank, removing twelve zeros from prices.  First, 76

500.000.000 Rentenmarks were put on the market, then increased to 1.000.000.000 by 

January 1924 and to 1.800.000.000 by July 1924. In August 1924, with the monetary law that 
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permiQed the exchange of a 1 trillion paper mark to a new Reichsmark which has equal value 

as the Rentenmark, making a dollar equivalent to 4.2 Rentenmark, the exact exchange rate 

that had prevailed between the Reichsmark and the U.S. dollar before the World War.  77

In order to compensate creditors par+ally for the disastrous reduc+on in the value of debts 

before the hyperinfla+on, some debts were restored with a 25% reduc+on. Among the most 

important aspects of the stabiliza+on process aier hyperinfla+on is the revalua+on. 

Revalua+on actually means increasing the exchange rate of a currency against foreign 

currencies. The German government decided to revaluate its domes+c currency with a 

revalua+on law to end the hyperinfla+on as soon as possible, accelerated with the 

emergence of poli+cal and inconvenient disrup+ons on the stress. In prac+ce, the German 

government used the method of the line of marked oriented basis that the U.S. dollar and 

wholesale price indexes would approximately indicate the actual price levels over the period 

of high infla+on and hyperinfla+on.  German economy started to recuperate slowly, aier 78

the introduc+on of the new Rentenmark, and people had been able to feed themselves and 

afford their daily ac+vi+es aier a long +me. Aier this recovery during 1924, a mass 

unemployment crisis hit Germany in 1925, a crisis which had lasted un+l the 1930s, where 

Adolf Hitler showed up and used this crisis for his leverage through the road the German 

Cancellariate.  79

D. Great Depression 

The Great Depression was the most devasta+ng economic downturn in the history of the 

industrialized world, star+ng with the stock market crash, which drove Wall Street into a 

panic and abolished thousands of investors in October 1929.  80

Aier  World War I, the economy of the United States enlarged rapidly, and the total wealth 

of the country doubled between the years 1920 and 1929. During the short depression 
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between 1920-21, known as the “ForgoQen Depression”, the U.S. stock market fell by nearly 

50%. However, the U.S. economy delighted a solid growth during the rest of the decade, a 

ten-year era called “the Roaring Twen+es”.  81

The New York Stock Exchange on Wall Street in New York City was the imprescrip+ble 

loca+on of specula+on where people from millionaire tycoons to workers scaQered their 

savings into stocks. On October 24, 1929, the day which is called “Black Tuesday”, the value 

of the U.S. stock market nearly doubled with a specula+ve buying, and on “Black Thursday”, 

October 29, a sudden panic set in as millions of shares of stock traded at ever-falling prices.  82

This crash of the stock market signaled the dawn of the Great Depression. 

As consumer confidence faded away at the onset of the stock market crash, the downturn in 

consump+on and investment steered factories and other businesses to reduce produc+on 

and begin firing their employees. Besides, labor wages were dropped, and buying power 

decreased. As a consequence, many American ci+zens were compelled to purchase on credit 

then fell into debt. The global commitment to the gold standard eased the process of 

economic distress to spread all over the world, mainly Europe.  83

Figure 7: A chart of 

New York Stock Prices 

Index. 

Between 1929 and 

1932, worldwide gross 

domes+c product (GDP) 

fell by 15%. The Great 

Depression had 

destruc+ve 

consequences across 

rich and poor in 

countries regarding sharp declines in personal income, tax revenues, profits, and prices, 
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whereas interna+onal trade crashed more than 50%. Unemployment in the United States 

rose to 25% while in other countries, this ra+o was up to 33%.   84

Figure 8: US annual 

real GDP from 1910 to 

1960, with the years 

of the Great 

Depression 

(1929-1939 

highlighted) 

Created in 1913, the 

Federal Reserve 

(Central Bank of the 

U.S.A.) remained 

inopera+ve 

throughout the first eight years of its existence. Aier the 1920-21 depression, the Federal 

Reserve authorized remarkable monetary expansion. The total supply of money expanded by 

$28 billion, a 61.8% increase between the years 1921 and 1928.   Bank deposits increased 85

by 51.1%, savings and loan shares rose by 224.3%,  and net life insurance policy reserves 

jumped 113.8% aier the Federal Reserve cut required reserves to 3%.  86

Figure 9: Money 

and Output in the 

US. 

By increasing the 

supply of money and 

holding the internet 

rate low during the 

1930s, the Federal 

Reserve ins+gated the express growth that preceded the crash. Much of the surplus money 
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supply growth inflated the stock market and real estate bubbles.  U.S. Government was 87

alarmed, and the Smoot-Hawley tariff was adopted in 1930 in order to preserve domes+c 

industrial sectors 

and jobs. However, 

it actually worsened 

the problem, cuqng 

U.S. GDP in half and 

decreasing the CPI 

by 27%, according to 

the Bureau of Labor 

Sta+s+cs. 

Figure 10: Change in economic indicators, 1929-32.  

The financial crisis did not realize only for the United States. European countries and other 

states around the world experienced depression. 

President of the United States Herbert Hoover met the financial crises from his perspec+ve 

of principles, which was keeping the government interven+on to the economy minimum. 

Nevertheless, President Hoover reversed his previous approach and embraced government 

interference in the economy. In 1932, Reconstruc+on Finance Corpora+on (RFC) sanc+oned a 

$2 billion loan to banks and other private companies, and another $300 million for the public 

works projects was loaned by the federal government.   88

Figure 11: Money supply during 

the Great Depression era. 

 The enactment of the Smoot-

Hawley Tariff Act during 1930 in 

the U.S. boosted agricultural 

income by decreasing foreign 

compe++on in products while 

there was a worldwide rise in protec+onist trade policies observed. The protec+onist 
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aqtude of countries caused a sharp decline in the global prices of raw materials. This policy 

resulted in a balance of payments problems for primary-producer countries in Africa, La+n 

America, and Asia, leading to contrac+onary monetary and fiscal policies.  89

Figure 12: US Debt as a % 

of GDP (annual). 

Aier the elec+on of  

Franklin D. Roosevelt as the 

President of the United 

States, President Roosevelt 

refused to build up his path 

on the financial crises by 

endorsing President 

Hoover’s policies. As the 

crises worsened in 1933, state administra+ons started declaring banking holidays, closing 

down states’ en+re financial sectors. Between the years 1929-33, nearly half of the 

commercial banks in the U.S. have gone bankrupt.  90

As President Roosevelt promised before, he started working on a structural reform plan 

which was called “The New Deal”. The New Deal was an innova+ve, unprecedented series of 

domes+c programs and acts created to reinforce American business sectors, decrease 

unemployment, and protect the public. Broadly based on the theory that total spending in 

the economy and its effects on output and infla+on, the concept of the New Deal was about 

the government’s role for s+mula+on of the economy by seqng loiy objec+ves to establish 

and ensure the na+onal infrastructure, full employment, and efficient wages.   91

Despite the efforts of President Roosevelt and his administra+on, the Great Depression 

con+nued. Although the New Deal diffused public confidence once again with appreciable 

results such as reform and stabiliza+on of the financial system, recovering the economy to an 
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extent, the rebound was too fragile for the New Deal policies to be successful in helping the 

U.S. to get rid of the Great Depression.  In the spring of 1935, President Roosevelt ini+ated a 92

new series of federal programs that were more aggressive, later called the Second New Deal. 

President Roosevelt established the Works Progress Administra+on to find jobs for 

unemployed people, also the Na+onal Labor Rela+ons Act was adopted to supervise union 

elec+ons and prevent sectors from trading their labor unfairly. Social Security Act also 

approved, guaranteeing pensions to Americans who were in need.  

Most of the countries started the recovery of their economies in 1933. In the United States, 

the New Deal policies accelerated the recovery by mo+va+ng the U.S. Economy for 

expansion through the years under the Roosevelt administra+on. Posi+ve effects of expected 

refla+on and rising nominal interest rates pushed the economy with a s+mulus it needed. 

Large interna+onal gold inflows also played a significant role in the money supply growth, 

escala+ng the recovery of the U.S. economy. The gold inflows have partly occurred aier the 

devalua+on of the U.S. dollar on the occasion of deteriora+on of the poli+cal situa+on in 

Europe.  93

The aforemen+oned monetary contrac+on and the gold standard era mainly caused the 

Great Depression. Thus it was obvious that currency devalua+ons and monetary expansions 

were the primary solu+on methods for the recovery throughout the world as there was a 

remarkable correla+on between the +mes at which countries abandoned the gold standard 

and when they experienced reinstalled growth in their output. Although devalua+on did not 

cause a direct rise in output, it mounted countries to expand their money supplies without 

any apprehension upon gold movements and exchange rates. The U.S. money supply grew by 

nearly 42% between 1933 and 1937. Monetary expansion s+mulated consump+on and 

spending by decreasing interest rates and making credit more available. It also constructed 

more confidence for poten+al borrowers, as it created expecta+ons of infla+on rather than 

defla+on.  The Federal Reserve's decision for increasing reserve requirements contributed 94

to the interrup+on of the recovery process by another recession star+ng from 1937. The 

United States had experienced a small fiscal contrac+on and a decline in investment between 
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1937-38 before it had completely recovered from the great collapse of the economy. The 

global financial crises were felt in every single country in the world, contribu+ng to the end 

of an era and pouring the seeds for a new global challenge, which will later end up with the 

break up of the World War II.  95

Figure 13: US 

economy and 

historical 

landmarks   

E. Interwar Period and Prelude to World War II 

Europe is an extraordinary con+nent. It has seen rises and falls of ancient empires, eras of 

poverty and prosperity, and witnessed the evolu+on of the modern state. Throughout ages, 

countless crises occurred; however, European na+ons managed to reinstate the balance of 

power in the con+nent. Peace of Westphalia and the Age of MeQernich stand out as some of 

the most staggering periods, where European na+ons came together and adjusted their 

terms, some+mes gave substan+al concessions to each other, to restore the balance of 

power as they knew if this delicate balance were to be broken, all hell would break loose in 

the con+nent. 

Then, an unprecedented war broke loose in Europe in 1914 as the men+oned balance 

started to create a distaste for some par+es. It was the first-ever instance in the world that 

the scale of war surpassed the tradi+onal concep+ons regarding it. War exceeded the 

baQlefield, went directly into people's homes, claimed millions of civilian lives, and made 

governments intervene in economies to create resources for war instantly. Aier this war, it 
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was more than clear that a country's success in the Homefront was equally important of its 

achievement in the baQlefield, described succinctly through the concept of “total war. 

Therefore, it is possible to describe World War I as a total war, and it can be undoubtedly said 

that the primary cause of this war was the disrup+on of the European balance of power. 

However, what was done aier World War I, indeed, does not resemble the acts of statesmen 

in Westphalia or the Congress of Vienna, as the new order was created not based on a 

balance of power but the principle of winner-takes-all. Victors of World War I, the Allies, 

virtually dictated the terms of the post-WWI seQlement, long-term poli+cal strategies were 

mostly vague, and interests of other na+ons or groups were mainly neglected. Minor 

provisions were put in place for the economic recovery of the con+nent, and those measures 

oien overlooked the par+es lost at WWI and burdened them with unrealis+c repara+ons 

and war-guilt.   96

Considering these aspects, it is possible to say that the Interwar period created a breeding 

ground for the retreat from democracy in na+ons that war most damaged from the post-war 

seQlement such as Germany and Italy and during this period, certainly not war, but economic 

crises ravaged people the most. Through the lens of democra+c ra+onality, it was hard for 

poli+cians to formulate solu+ons for their countries' recovery and prosperity quickly. 

Addi+onally, with the trend and hopes of democra+za+on, elec+ons became a potent 

poli+cal tool in Europe and started an era of mass poli+cs.  However, these masses of 97

people were gradually becoming distrusted of democracy, and moving towards radicalized 

poli+cs and radicalized leaders were the only ones that were offering passionate and abrupt 

solu+ons to countries’ deep-seated problems. This situa+on could be most clearly observed 

in Germany and Italy in the Interwar period during the leadership of Hitler and Mussolini.  

For the case of Germany, it took only four days for Hitler, who was democra+cally-elected 

and appointed chancellor, to secretly meet with Germany's leading generals to realize his 

desire to eliminate the "cancer of democracy." Hitler and most of the autarchic leaders in 

that period dragged their countries to new authoritarian leaderships and forged domes+c 

unity through totalitarianism. Totalitarianism envisioned to poli+cize everything and 
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everyone under the regime as Benito Mussolini put it “Everything within the state, nothing 

outside the state, nothing against the state.”  98

These regimes were not only powered by domes+c poli+cs and so-called "unity," but also by 

expansion, "conquest of new living spaces," according to Hitler's rhetoric of 

"Germaniza+on." Hence, a military build-up of gigan+c propor+ons was underway in Europe 

against the provisions of the post-WWI trea+es. These "militarist" ambi+ons of Hitler highly 

offended France as she was at the most vulnerable posi+on against possible German 

aggression and the most staunch proponent of the Treaty of Versailles. Accordingly, tensions 

were rising as Hitler publicly rejected this treaty and con+nued to his policies of 

militariza+on. Another significant problem was the unimaginable amounts of war repara+ons 

on Germany. All of the European countries were aware of Germany’s inability to pay these, 

so they occupied some lands such as the industrial Ruhr region. However, the U.S. had 

approached the issue differently by providing loans to help Germany in re-organizing the 

repara+on payments under the Dawes Plan. This plan had been proved to be successful as 

the German economy started to recover, and France withdrew its presence from Ruhr. This 

more prosperous situa+on stayed un+l the Stock Market Crash of 1929. Consequently, the 

U.S had ceased its economic support to Germany. The unpaid repara+on was s+ll huge so 

that it was inevitable to deliberate not process for the payments.  99

The rise of militarism was not limited to Europe; it was also evident in the Far East, 

par+cularly in Japan. During the immediate post-WWI years, there was rela+ve peace and 

prosperity in Japan, and a mul+-party democra+c system was emerging under the "Taisho 

Democracy." Japanese people were gaining major poli+cal rights and some independence 

from old and rigid aristocra+c forces. However, the Great Depression came to Japan in the 

1930s and ravaged its economy as the value of Japanese exports and wages dropped by 50 

percent.  This depression most heavily hit the lower classes, and the newly-emerged 100

Japanese democracy fell to the hands of radicals and ultrana+onalists who envisioned a 

return to tradi+onal values and imperial authority. Western capitalist doctrines and hopes for 

interna+onal coopera+on were rejected, and the idea of "Asia for the Asians" was upheld. 
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Extremist Japanese poli+cians advocated that the use of military force to create a self-

sufficient Japan was necessary to extract more resources and raw materials to safeguard 

Japan's imperial stature in the compe++ve interna+onal arena. These poli+cians, therefore, 

envisioned to have more influence over Southeast Asia to actualize this aim.  101

Consequently, the new "war-hungry" Japan pursued a highly aggressive policy in China, 

which was in a semi-anarchic posi+on with no consolidated governmental power. The 

Japanese used this advantage of the power vacuum in China and seized a significant part of 

Northern China, including Manchuria. Japanese aggression was not limited to China as they 

have advanced into the Pacific region and the formerly French-administered Indochina. 

However, the change in Japanese poli+cs was much more gradual than its European 

counterparts as the exis+ng regime sponsored the change, not through a sudden regime 

change.  

Russia had undergone a much more drama+c shii aier World War I as the country moved 

from Monarchy and the Tsar to Communism and the Soviet Union. Aier the Bolshevik 

Revolu+on in 1918 and bloody civil war, the new Soviet Union managed to control nearly all 

former Russian territories. Addi+onally, under Lenin's leadership, the Soviet aim was not only 

to consolidate communism in Russia but also spread this all around the world. Another 

cri+cal challenge for the Soviets was to restructure their economy, which was ravaged by war 

and corrupt administrators from the rule of Nicholas II. Lenin was fully aware that the 

transi+on to a communist economy was possible in one leap. Therefore, he envisioned the 

New Economic Policy (NEP), which proposed a gradual shii. NEP allowed for small 

businesses to run by private owners but expropriated big companies and industries 

embodied under the principles of “war communism.” This policy is considered auspicious as 

it yielded real profits for the administra+on; however, subsequent famines, for example, the 

Great Famine of Russia 1921-22, and pressures of internal conflict prevented the Soviet 

economy to thrive in its first years.  102

However, the successors of Lenin had taken a different administra+ve and economical 

approach to policy-making. His successor, Stalin, came to power through brutal suppression 

of his opponents, mainly Trotsky. Stalin took a much more rigid approach to communism as 
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he contrived his subsequent Five-Year Plans for the total collec+viza+on of all industries of 

the Soviet economy. During the first two five-year plans, between 1928 and 1937, through 

Stalinist policies, steel produc+on increased from 4 million to 18 million tons per year.  This 103

wave of rapid industrializa+on was also accompanied by the rapid collec+viza+on of 

agriculture and the total elimina+on of private property. Under Stalin, the Soviet economy 

was of considerable resemblance to the communist ideal but for a high cost. Stalin had no 

hesita+on in crea+ng ar+ficial famines to starve the peasants, suppress any opposi+on by 

state-sponsored terror and labor camps, and imminent purges of government officials. 

Because of his brutal policies, it is es+mated that, especially in Ukraine, 2.9 million people 

died before World War II and much more during the war.  

In the years before World War II, the interna+onal system was crucially weak, and there was 

a liQle-to-none influence of the so-called League of Na+ons. The League of Na+ons was the 

first intergovernmental organiza+on that was established aier World War I to restore peace 

to prevent another world war from happening. The goal of the League was to achieve this 

aim through disarmament, collec+ve security, and nego+a+on. These measures were 

legi+mate and probably could work well if they were successfully enforced; however, the 

organiza+on had various obstacles ahead to u+lize those instruments. Firstly, the League had 

no real powers other than proposing economic sanc+ons and sugges+ons, hence its 

capability in conflict resolu+on was cri+cally limited. Secondly, the League's involvement in 

armed conflicts was deemed very unlikely as it was widely associated with disarmament.  104

However, the League's handling of the disarmament issue was far from sufficient as its 

leading members were extremely reluctant, to begin with disarming themselves. The last and 

the huge problem with the League of Na+ons can be the lack of interna+onal par+cipa+on. 

The non-involvement of the United States and the preven+on of the Soviet Union and 

Germany from joining the League remarkably limited the organiza+on's ability to influence 

interna+onal affairs. These aspects have ul+mately led to the disbanding of the League of 

Na+ons in seQling interna+onal conflicts.  105

In the Interwar period, the no+on of "interna+onal law" was fragile as there was no ac+ve 

interna+onal organiza+on to protect it. Rela+ons between countries were not done by a 
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mul+lateral and transparent fashion but by a bilateral and clandes+ne manner. Therefore, 

countries were once again free to pursue their desires for expansion and domina+on. This 

approach is apparent in Nazi Germany under Hitler's leadership. He became chancellor on 30 

January 1933, when Germany’s situa+on in Europe was considerably weak as the Treaty of 

Versailles created a demilitarized zone in the Western territories of Germany and allowed 

French invasion into these heavily industrialized parts of Germany in the event of war.  The 106

states adjacent the Eastern part of Germany, such as Poland and Czechoslovakia, were 

protected by defensive trea+es with France, these small states were assured in any event of 

German aggression, they would be protected. Treaty of Versailles also reduced to 100,000 

troops, with no air force and only a small navy. Hitler established a discourse, asserted that 

this treaty was incredibly unfair, and ini+ally publicized his views to the interna+onal arena in 

line with revising this treaty by peaceful means to achieve the righ�ul posi+on of Germany. 

However, Hitler's pacifism was limited by these statements. By 1935, Hitler repudiated the 

Treaty of Versailles, introduced a military drai, and expanded the German Army from 

100,000 to 550,000 troops with a new air force. Hitler’s unilateral ac+ons have generated a 

broad interna+onal opposi+on by France, Great Britain, and even Italy (at first); however, 

these reac+ons were merely warnings against Hitler's future aggressive steps. Nothing 

concrete was achieved against Germany as ac+ons taken by the former Allies were not to 

prevent German aggression but to appease it. “Appeasement” approach became a defining 

aspect of interna+onal policies against Hitler.  

Germany was not alone in pursuit of imperial expansion; the Italian Fascist leader Benito 

Mussolini was also very eager to follow this way. In October 1935, Italy invaded Ethiopia in 

line with this purpose. This ac+on created anger of Italy's previous allies, Britain and France, 

and drew Italy closer to Germany. As Italy's invasion of Ethiopia too was not met with a 

severe challenge from the interna+onal community, both Germany and Italy realized that 

Western democracies were always avoiding confronta+on and confined themselves with 

appeasement; therefore, it was now +me for both countries to "test the limits."  107

Accordingly, Germany and Italy had taken a joint-venture in Spain in favor of General 

Francisco Franco in the Spanish Civil War in 1936. These na+ons' involvement in this was 

considerably enhanced and shiied their poli+cal and economic rela+ons. This 
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rapprochement was called the "Rome-Berlin Axis."  The only ally of Germany was not 108

Mussolini's Italy but also Japan. Since the ultrana+onalist movement was prevalent in Japan, 

and rela+ons were +ght with the Soviets, an+-communist sen+ments grew and drew Japan 

and Germany to agree on the An+-Comintern in establishing a common front against 

communism. The Japanese also considered the advantages of the non-interven+onist 

Western policy in China as they have extended their rule deep into China and commiQed 

massacres with absolute impunity. One of the stunning examples of Japanese brutal 

expansionist policies is the Nanking Massacre in 1937-38, as between 20,000 and 80,000 

women were sexually assaulted in the capital of Na+onalist China, Nanking.  109

Events further escalated in Europe by 1938 as Hitler’s hunger for expansion became an 

unprecedented threat to its neighbors. The first vic+m was Austria. Hitler threatened 

Austrian leaders by invasion and coerced them to transfer power to Nazi officials, and the 

new pro-Nazi government immediately allowed and welcomed the Nazi troops into Austria 

and annexa+on of Austria; in other words, Anschluss, was completed on 12 March 1938. 

Hitler's second objec+ve was the destruc+on of Czechoslovakia. Western powers were quite 

sure that Hitler couldn't undergo such ac+on since Czechoslovakia had highly valued 

defensive trea+es with the Allied forces. Even though France and Britain made some 

statements that a German armed deployment into Czechoslovakia might cause another 

world war, Hitler knew that these countries wouldn't use force to defend Czechoslovakia. 

Hitler was publicly demanding the Sudetenland, the German-populated part of 

Czechoslovakia, and further, he claimed to risk a world war if he was refused. Hence, to 

nego+ate with Hitler, the Munich Conference was arranged, and France and Britain 

eventually agreed to his demands, and the Sudetenland was ceased to Nazi Germany 

without proper consulta+on to Czech authori+es on 30 September 1938. This outcome is 

generally considered as the high point of Western appeasement; however, the then Bri+sh 

Prime Minister Chamberlain believed that he had secured the "peace of our +me." 

Britain and France were determined that Hitler's hunger was confined, and no further 

aggression was to be expected. However, when Germany seized the remainder of 

Czechoslovakia in March 1939, it became clear that belief in appeasement and the “peace of 
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our +me” were misguided as the Western na+ons reluctantly confronted the reality of the 

inevitability of war. Then, Britain and France tried to find ways to prevent further German 

aggression. They were worried about Poland as it was likely to be the Nazi Army's next 

des+na+on; they were also aware that they were incapable of confron+ng Nazis by 

themselves. Hence, they thought to consolidate their partnership with the Soviets; however, 

their distrust for communism prevented this possible outcome. Addi+onally, Hitler was 

aware that a possible alliance of Soviets with Western powers would likely cause a two-front 

war, which would be very hard to sustain. Therefore, the opportunist Hitler sought a non-

aggression pact with the Soviets. This pact was not merely concerned with non-aggression 

but also with the situa+on of Poland.


F. World War II 

Hitler then had no limita+on to keep their armies of Poland. Therefore, on 1 September 

1939, Germany finally invaded Poland with new war tac+cs and technologies that shocked 

the world. Through the air forces clearing the warzone, panzers were to sprint into the 

enemy land, giving easy passage to soldiers to an area at lightning speed. The reality of 

"trench warfare" in World War I was to be transformed into the lightning war; in other 

words, "blitzkrieg." Following the invasion of Poland, France and Britain declared war on 

Germany. The invasion of Poland is generally considered as the watershed event for World 

War II, Europe was once again at war. However, World War II was truly a global war, and its 

scale cannot be submerged into the European con+nent. In Asia, the war was started in the 

early 1930s, and in North America, most people would say that the war began aier the 

Japanese aQack on Pearl Harbor in 1941.  110

Aier the invasion of Poland, a period of wai+ng occurred in Europe called the "phony war" in 

the winter of 1940. Aier this period, Hitler took his offensive against Denmark and Norway 

by another blitzkrieg in April 1940, and against Netherlands, Belgium, and France in May 

1940. Every country that German's invaded were failing or becoming Nazi puppet states. For 

example, a large por+on of Northern France was controlled by the Germans, and its 

remainder was now under the authoritarian Vichy France, which was also under the sway of 
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Hitler. Hitler's venture in the West was mostly successful; however, a key player, Great 

Britain, was s+ll in the game.  111

The Bri+sh were not successful in con+nental Europe in suppor+ng its partners; however, 

they successfully managed a massive evacua+on of 330,000 Allied troops from Dunkirk. Now, 

the ques+on for the Bri+sh was how to defend their island. Hitler didn't think of a direct 

ground invasion of Britain considering the Bri+sh control over the Channel. He sought an 

amphibious invasion of Britain that necessitated a full-fledged air offensive against Great 

Britain. From August 1940, the German air force, Luiwaffe, began its assault on primary 

Bri+sh air and naval bases, harbors, communica+on, and industrial centers.  112

Non-aggression Pact between Germany and the Soviet Union didn't last long as expected. 

Hitler knew that the elimina+on of Britain from the war would last long. Therefore, he 

thought that if he can manage to eliminate the Soviets, he would remove Britain's last hope 

and force them to surrender. Thereupon, Hitler took yet another offensive against the 

Soviets. This offensive was delayed because of issues in the Balkans; however, it started in 

June 1941 in unprecedented magnitude. Germans thought that this offensive would be 

successful un+l winter, and their forces would return to the Western front to finally coerce 

Britain into surrender. German troops were invading the Soviet Union with a breakneck pace, 

and Soviet troops were retrea+ng. However, an early winter came in November 1941, and 

temperatures fell to 30 degrees below zero. Transporta+on and communica+on were stalled, 

soldiers froze to death, and Russians, who were accustomed to hard winter condi+ons, 

inflicted significant casual+es on the Germans.  However, Hitler thought that victory was 113

imminent and refused the army's retreat. And, because of failing military discipline, Hitler’s 

remote commands, and finally, United States' entry to the war, made Germans' defeat in the 

Eastern Front. 

The United States wasn't drawn to the war because of the urge to protect order in Europe 

but to defend the country against other imperialist threats in the Pacific. With the aim of 

geqng the U.S. to accept Japanese dominance on the Pacific, Japan launched an assault on 

the U.S. naval base at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii. This assault was not limited to Pearl Harbor; 

the Japanese also aQacked the Bri+sh colony of Malaya and the Philippines simultaneously. 
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Nevertheless, the Pearl Harbor assault didn't achieve its aim of keeping the U.S. out of the 

war; on the contrary, this aQack galvanized public support in favor of the war in the U.S. 

under the leadership of Franklin D. Roosevelt. Following the declara+on of war against Japan 

and Germany, the U.S. took an ac+ve posi+on in Europe and China against the Axis powers.  

In 1942, the course of the war had significantly changed. The “big three” (Great Britain, the 

Soviet Union, and the United States) joined their forces for the surrender of the Axis powers. 

The rela+ve naval superiority and advancements of Japan were finally ended in 1942 aier 

the BaQles of the Coral Sea and Midway. By late-1942, the German presence in the East was 

hugely deteriorated, and as the Soviets won the BaQle of Stalingrad, Soviets began to push 

Nazis westward. German and Italian presence in North Africa was ended by mid-1943, and 

allied forces captured Rome, driving Italy out of the war. The next Allied mission was to 

liberate France and began with a final aQack for the uncondi+onal surrender of Germany.  114

In order to plan the future course of the war, the Big Three, Roosevelt, Stalin, and Churchill 

met at Tehran in November 1943. These leaders know that a ceasefire or a peaceful 

seQlement of war via nego+a+on with Hitler was not possible. Hence, they took significant 

tac+cal decisions in planning the final assault on Germany. They envisioned an American-

Bri+sh invasion in the West via France and a Soviet invasion in the East. Addi+onally, they 

proposed that these forces would eventually meet along a north-south dividing line to 

achieve the uncondi+onal surrender of Germany. The post-war par++on of Germany was 

also planned in Tehran. The course of the Soviet invasion was definite; however, the direc+on 

of the American-Bri+sh aQack was not fixed as to where those forces would land was not 

clear. They scheduled this plan to be implemented in the spring of 1944.  115

However, it took a liQle bit longer to implement their invasion in the west. The Allied troops 

grouped in Britain and crossed the channel and reached the beaches of Normandy on 6 June 

1944. This cross-channel naval invasion is considered as the greatest of its kind as they had 

landed 2 million men and a half-million vehicles. This massive deployment was done only 

one month before the BreQon Woods Conference.


G. Visions for the Post-World War II Era 
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Aier landing on Normandy, Allies began to push inland, and at the beginning of the BreQon 

Woods Conference, they were quite close to recapture and liberate Paris, and the Soviets 

come very close to the mainland Germany aier their massive victory in Stalingrad. Soviets 

also regained the Bal+c States and Ukraine by mid-1944. The Allies saw the light of victory at 

the end of the tunnel by that +me, and the Axis defeat in Europe and Pacific became evident. 

To finally defeat the Japanese, primarily, Americans and Soviets planned a joint invasion of 

Japan, Soviet from north and Americans from the south; however, Americans didn't want to 

place a more significant Soviet influence on the Pacific; therefore, they looked for other 

op+ons to push Japan out of the war. The great advent of technology in the twen+eth 

century could greatly help answer this ques+on in the "atomic age." Both Allied and Axis 

powers invested in nuclear research, primarily for World War II. One aim for this investment 

was enhancing energy supply, the other, and the more cri+cal objec+ve was producing 

military technology to eliminate the enemy. Hence, the successful produc+on of nuclear 

weapons seemed evident in the last year of the war; however, who will develop and use it 

first was a big ques+on. 

World War I was one of the most complex periods in the history of humankind; however, its 

aiermath was to be even trickier. For previous centuries and World War I, the power that 

dominated the world was concentrated in one place, Europe, more specifically Western 

Europe. A tradi+onal balance was kept between the European powers, and imbalances were 

handled solely by themselves. However, the world stepped up to a different kind of poli+cal 

reality as the center of power shiied away from Europe as the United States exponen+ally 

grew by massive industrial development and through their advantageous geostrategic 

posi+on. It is safe to say that the U.S. wasn't directly affected by any of these wars in its 

homeland, its ci+es were not heavily bombed, and no baQle was fought on its soil. 

On the contrary, the U.S. seized all advantages from these wars. World Wars created 

resources for the U.S. as the war+me jobs reduced massive unemployment, seen in the 

Great Depression, to nearly zero, heavy industries boomed to provide machinery and 

weapons for the war, and the country became the new financial center of the world. Allies 

also indebted a lot to the U.S. as its par+cipa+on provided the necessary thrust to defea+ng 

Germany and Japan. Considering all these, it can be undoubtedly said that the U.S. 

guaranteed its superpower posi+on in the world aier World War II and would seek its 

dominant place in the post-WWII global order. 
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Nevertheless, the massive nexus of power from Europe was not one-direc+onal. Another 

vital country was the Soviet Union. Soviets represented a totally different ideal and 

governance than their Western counterparts. Under Stalin's leadership, the Soviet industry 

boomed and became a staunch rival to the hegemonic capitalist world actors. Soviets also 

benefited from World War II, and at the same +me, lei many casual+es more than any 

European na+on. Addi+onally, the Soviets made the greatest advance against Germany and 

"liberated" the highest number of countries in Eastern and Central Europe. However, this 

libera+on had a somewhat different defini+on by the Soviet leaders. Stalin was determined 

that the states they liberated would come under his defini+ve influence and control; in other 

words, he wanted to create Socialist "satellite states" in the region. The U.S. and Britain were 

fiercely opposing this idea and demanded free and fair elec+ons in the post-war period, and 

all liberated countries will have the right of "self-determina+on." However, the Soviets 

weren't any near to accept these demands in the near future. 

In the post-WWII period, a new "bi-polar world order" was an+cipated, and establishing a 

balance between these two centers of power wouldn't be easy as these two centers 

represented inherently opposite ideals: capitalist liberalism and communism. Ignoring one of 

these powers would ul+mately cause another full-fledged war that would be much more 

dangerous than World War II, as both countries now had "nuclear weapons." A nuclear war 

wouldn't be only deadly to these countries but to the whole human existence. This constant 

threat was to be defined by the maxim of "Mutually Assured Destruc+on (MAD.)" 

Nevertheless, MAD didn't guarantee that there will be no more wars, and World War II was 

the "end of all wars." A new and possibly more dangerous phenomenon of war would 

emerge, the "Cold War." 

The new bi-polar system was expected to bring a new kind of compe++on to new 

superpowers. Formerly, compe++on and rela+ons between states were dependent on one 

type of interest: the military. However, with the advent of technologies and developing state-

making processes, the area for compe++on strikingly extended, it became encompassing all 

aspects of life: poli+cs, economy, science, and culture. The defini+on of war lei the 

baQlefield, trespassed to the realms of television, literature, and even the outer-space. The 

U.S. and the Soviet Union were to contrive new tools for this new war to come, that wouldn't 

be fought by their own armies but by the "extent of their influence." Strategies of warfare 
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evolved into strategies of containment and proxy warfare in this newly-emerged and all-

encompassing "baQle of ideologies." 

Clearly, another valuable player in the interna+onal arena was China. Notwithstanding, China 

was the most important center of power in the world un+l the sixteenth century, with its 

military and economic might. However, as the Chinese became increasingly isolated and 

social conflicts started to emerge, the dominance shiied westwards, towards Europe. With 

reforms, renaissance, and the enlightenment, European na+ons managed to enhance their 

governance and technology and extended their influence over their con+nent via 

geographical discoveries and developments in transporta+on. Because of Western colonial 

suppression, China finally lost its imperial grandeur in the nineteenth century, and the 

Chinese Empire that endured its presence over two millennia was now on the verge of 

collapse. Finally, in 1911, with a "failed revolu+on," the dynas+c control over China was 

ended, but no party managed to consolidate power and control China all-together. Two 

prominent forces in the Chinese poli+cal arena were the Na+onalist Party and the Chinese 

Communist Party (CCP). The semi-anarchic situa+on con+nued un+l World War II, and no 

party was thoroughly dominant in the country. The Na+onalist Party was supported by most 

of the Western na+ons and the CCP by the Soviets. However, with its vast popula+on and 

territory, China's con+nual absence from the interna+onal arena was unimaginable, and the 

new global poli+cal-economic system's negligence of China would be disastrous in the long-

term. Therefore, taking heed of the Civil War in China was of paramount importance in 

determina+ons made for the post-WWII seQlement, and the majority support was in favor of 

Na+onalist China as it was the party that was officially invited to the BreQon Woods 

Conference. 

World War II also brought an end to a powerful phenomenon that shaped world history in 

the previous centuries: colonialism. Weakened by the destruc+ve World War II, the most 

significant two colonialist na+ons, Great Britain and France, have lost most of their colonial 

subjects. Movements of an+-colonialism violently emerged in Africa and took other forms in 

Southeast Asia and the Pacific, but it was evident that colonialism wasn't a concept-

appropriate to endure in the new order. Addi+onally, the transi+on from colonial rule to 

independent na+ons was a quite complicated process, and there was no interna+onal 

regula+ng organ that would endorse a smooth transi+on. It was unimaginable to bring the 

League of Na+ons back that supported colonial empires and mandate-protectorate systems 
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for this process. Along with many other reasons explained in the sec+ons above, the crea+on 

of a new interna+onal organiza+on was necessary. The U.S., who was absent in the League of 

Na+ons, contributed the most to this new organiza+on as the U.S. President Roosevelt first 

coined its name, the United Na+ons, on 1 January 1942.  The new organiza+on was to be 116

based upon the new global power structure with an aim to provide interna+onal coopera+on 

and collec+ve security. To finalize the preliminary prepara+on for the United Na+ons’ 

governing cons+tu+on, the U.N. Charter, a mee+ng was scheduled in Dumbarton Oaks, 

August 1944, one month aier the BreQon Woods Conference. 

The subsequent two world wars showed the world that interna+onal poli+cal crises were 

inherently interdependent with economic decisions and processes. As economic imbalance 

and rigidity contributed to the making of World War I, unrealis+c repara+ons and economic 

inequality made Europe a breeding ground for another war. Addi+onally, as classical liberal 

remedies stood ineffec+ve to the financial challenges of the new century, the introduc+on of 

new solu+ons and ins+tu+ons became necessary. Dark economic and social outcomes of the 

Great Depression and constant social conflict, drew many na+ons to form closed economies 

and autarchies as solu+ons that ul+mately led to dictatorial regimes. This fact was evident 

not only for Europe but for the globe. Seeing the inevitable interdependence of poli+cs and 

economics, delega+ons at BreQon Woods Conference weren't expected to tackle economic 

ques+ons in theore+cal and academic forms; it was impera+ve for them to also considered 

the poli+cal reality that was ahead of them in the post-WWII world.


IV. Transi=on to New Liberal Economic Order 

The history of interna+onal economics had various changes throughout history. Before the 

15th century, the absence of vehicles for transporta+on to overseas restricted the 

development of interna+onal trade. Also, the no+on of free trade had not existed, un+l the 

first wave of globaliza+on, during the 15th century and aierward. However, this first wave 

was not absolute globaliza+on, since there were strict protec+onist policies applied by 

countries who were actual suppliers of the goods and services, mostly. The age of discovery, 

which lasted from the beginning of the 15th century un+l the middle of the 17th century, 

boosted the transporta+on of goods and paved the way for the establishment of new trade 

routes. The industrial revolu+on advanced the process of intercon+nental shipping, therefore 
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eased the accessibility to products across countries. The increased accessibility to products 

and new trade routes affected price adjustments and supply levels of markets. The 

protec+onist policies were exposed, seqng up the field for the era of free trade as trade 

barriers and tariffs were eradicated. With the worldwide adop+on of the gold standard,  

countries pegged their money supplies to the amount of gold they hold in their reserves. The 

inflow and ou�low of gold were controlled by the central banks of na+ons, who were the 

main decision making organ of countries regarding adjustments in the money supplies. The 

gold standard was not that coherent with the developing interna+onal trade and ongoing 

process of globaliza+on, besides disabling prices to be flexible, according to the condi+ons of 

markets where products were sold. Also, the gold standard further expanded the gap 

between countries, especially the countries that supply gold by mining and non-producer 

countries.  

Lack of interna+onal organiza+ons for regula+ng interna+onal trade, mobiliza+on of gold, 

and monetary transac+ons among countries impulsed certain issues to emerge. A 

destabilizing consequence of an absence of regula+ng interna+onal trade caused various 

controversies and disagreements between countries. This struggle for economic supervision 

over Europe, in fact, over the world, s+mulated disputes between countries. Star+ng as 

countries to ar+culate their concerns and interest regarding their poli+cal and financial 

demands, in Eastern Europe, it suddenly became and hot conflict, the unfortunate incident 

of the assassina+on of Prince Ferdinand, in Sarajevo.   

The world economy transformed aier World War I. Countries dealing with the war 

repara+ons faced enormous debt, which caused another financial crisis, as observed in 

Germany during the 1920s. Three decades which were passed with two world wars, a global 

crisis, and a recovery process, frazzled all the countries in the world. Although the world 

experienced such incidents, the global dispute did not come to an end, and a road through to 

another world war was constructed. The situa+on of the world aier World War II was way 

more devasta+ng than World War I. The five year period between the Great Depression and 

World War II was progress for recovery for both poli+cal and financial obstacles for countries 

suffered from this era.  

The need for an establishment of a new economic order was more than a necessity; it was 

the reality. Seqng up new financial organiza+ons that will regulate interna+onal trade and 

money transac+ons between countries, and also a monetary organiza+on that will examine 
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commercial ac+vi+es was an obliga+on in the interna+onal arena. During World War II, in 

between the highest tension of the world has ever seen, representa+ves from different 

countries met in a small village called BreQon Woods, New Hampshire, on July 1, 1944, in 

order to discuss upon poten+al solu+ons for establishing a new monetary system and 

financial organiza+ons that will bring order to the financial chaos of the world. 

V. Further Readings 

We have compiled various resources for you to get beQer prepared for this commiQee. You 

can reach the documents we highly suggest you to read via this link: hQps://

drive.google.com/open?id=11OV7zwC0FqzIM-uc49nUSsEHmkzcuz8Q 

Important Note From the Under-Secretary-General 

Fellow delegates, probably you won’t read my leIer; usually no one does. Our commiIee has 

never done before in the MUN history of Turkey. This is an advanced commiIee, and the 

agenda item is difficult. You would have certain difficul(es while trying to understand 

concepts and structures. For this reason, I’m assigning you several readings in order to make 

you more comfortable while understanding the topic clearly. I want you to underline that 

those readings are required readings, not suggested readings. Therefore you must read the 

documents I assigned you. You should also do further readings and do further researches for 

the commiIee. Another extra feature for the commiIee is not only you will discuss economic 

issues, but you will also discuss poli(cal problems since the agenda item is hard, and four 

days full of economic and financial discussions would probably bore you. Your characters are 

economists. However, you will act like they are representa(ves from your given countries for 

delega(on. This means we changed the structure of the commiIee a liIle bit by adding a 

poli(cal perspec(ve to the topic, which was also included in this study guide. Keep in mind 

that you must read the documents that you are assigned. You have 20 more days to complete 

all of this work. I will also make a presenta(on in which I will explain certain things, 

defini(ons, concepts, and structures to you briefly. I wish you good luck, and a nice holiday in 

advance, please do not hesitate to contact me via email. g.seheri@bogazicimun.org.
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